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ABSTRACT
The Final Year Project course is designed for students to perform research; design
and development work in each discipline, to produce practical solutions. It provides
opportunity for students to use the tools and techniques of problem-solving by
engagement of the project. Under proper guidance of supervisor, the students will
shape the direction in the field of interest as a preparation for approaching their
desired career path in the near future, as well as gain better understanding of the
responsibilities they have to shoulder when they undertake future projects. The
objective ofthis project is to produce a storage/delivery autonomous robot which will
operate ina production plant. The Scope of Study will cover areas of research done to
fulfill design requirements ofproject with objective and its functionality. The areas of
design requirements will include movement mechanism, electronic circuits, and
programming. These subareas are developed and integrated for implementation ofthe
workable robot. The project is divided into two phases; 1) intensive design research
and 2) implementation and construction. Methodology and Project Work of this
project is done by implementing a lot of research not only on the Internet but also
literature review on scholars that have completed similar robotic design. The weekly
Log Book and Progress Report is also compiled and summarized to present the
author's progress so far. Consultation with supervisor and other FYP students had
also aid in objective of completing the author's FYP. The author has also included
flow chart ofactivities planned throughout the semester to ensure maximum progress
ofher FYP. The research taken with the methodology mentioned allows the author to
fulfill progress of design requirements planned in completion of the robot with
reference to the scope of study for the project. Progress and modification made
throughout project are discussed in detail, to reflect objective of project. Future
improvisation and recommendations are also suggested atthe end for further research.
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1.1 BACKGROUND OF STUDY
A robot is an artificial or virtual agent, which in the physical form gives the
appearance of being alive. The artificial form (the physical agent) is an electro
mechanical or bio-mechanical device or group of devices that can perform
autonomous or pre-programmed tasks while interacting with its surrounding
environment using sensors. A telerobot may act under the direct control ofa human,
such as the robotic arm on a space shuttle, or autonomously under the control of a
programmed computer. Robots may be used to perform tasks that are too dangerous
or difficult for humans, such as radioactive waste clean-up, or may be used to
automate mindless repetitive tasks that should be performed with more precision by a
robot than by a human, such asautomobile production.
Most importantly, robotics technology has offer aid to humans with various daily
activities in both industrial and domestic applications. Manual human labor is
replaced vigorously in heavy industries with long termed investment robotics that
offer high precision workmanship with little error on the production line. Robotic
technology is currently advancing to embed artificial intelligence to almost do
anything a human requires in daily life from a pet dog robot to military surveillance
robots.
1.2 PROBLEM STATEMENT
On adaily basis, there is aneed to deliver load to its required drop off locations- ie
to drop mans in respective destinations boxes in apost office, arrange stock in a
supermarket, or even deliver printed documents from aLAN printer to its source/user
The robot has to be able to recognize the drop off location identification on these
blocks coliected at pick up point and later deliver them a, their respective drop off
points accurately without human supervision.
Either domestic or industrial use, the robot wil, be able to reduce human ,abor on
ted,ous repetmve task (delivery and storage). However, cost seems to be asetback
when dealmg w„h robotics/automated systems, especially domestic or smaH sca.e
2d 7 SUCC6SS ^ deSi8"ing 3" ineXP£nSiVe **»*-» —™» -hot
dehvery robot to ease repetitive storing task.
This has given the author the opportunity to design an inexpensive, free of human
supers dehvery autonomous robot, for industria, use on aproduction plant The
autonomous robot wil, be ab.e to pick up loads from aconveyor belt, and store the
oads at ,ts respective storage area, With this, some of the criteria set for the mobile
-obi-y robot are as the following. Also these criteria are used as aguide to outline
the project objective.
1. The robot must not go out ofme given scope ofwork area
2- The robot must deliver/store al! loads from pick up point/conveyor belt to its
respective storage areas.
3. Hie robot must be able to avoid collision ofobstacles along its pathway
4. The robot must be cost effective and affordable.
1.3 OBJECTIVE
Teobjective ofthis project is to design and construct arobot which wou.d be able to
•d aproduct.cn plant in industrial usage. The robot wil, deliver ,oads frt
-veyor belt to multiple storage areas on apredetermined path within scope of1
«. At the same time the robot wil, be able to detect obstades and avoi j£
^pathway. Cost is to be minimi, to achieve minima, expenses throng
or PLC confer ,s favored. The PIC microcontroHer is used, which is cost effective
and easy to .mplement which in hope wi,l arise the interest of university stud^
ri:;rent- im~°f-**»*-*--^ "
The first semester of the FVP is used up for preliminary research and the second ha.f
-«sed for actua, design and construction while modifications are done a.ong the Z
to -mprove .mtia, design. Programming and integrating systems is a,so done duT
the second halfofthe semester to complete robot as awhole. 8
There are afew objectives need to be achieved by the end of project completion The
***** mta steted clear]y as (o ^ swe (he J P«
demented. The objectives ofthis project are as the fol.owing section
U.1 ft-*.*,*.^.,,^,^^^^^
The desi^ ofthe structure and movement mechanism ofthe robot is to be simp.e yet
^ffective for easy troubleshooting purpose. The simp, mechanism can a,so u"
the complextty ofthe programming ofthe robot and reduce cost
U.2 To set up the boundaries ofthe working area of,he robot
Setting up the boundaries ofwork
meet its objective; which is to pick up load fromarea is essential for the robot in order to be able to
a conveyor belt and deliver them to
their respective drop off points on apredetermined path. Robot moving out of the
specfied boundaries would cause downtime and incur extra human .abor cost to redo
1-3.3 To be able to avoid obstacle collision
The robot ,s desired to be ab,e to take proactive measures of avoiding col.ision of
obstacles along its path. Pai.ure to do so wil, damage the robots body Id the1
-gnant on that position due to the obstacle blocking its way thus, causing th
objective ofthe robot unmet. g
1.4 SCOPE OF STUDY
The scope of study can be divided into three subsections. In which interdependency
and coordination between all three subsections must be developed to produce a
functioning mobile robot.
1.4.1 Controllers and Programming
Controllers are the brain of the robot. There are various choices of controllers to
choose from. However, the cost is aheavy factor for this project. Therefore, PIC
microcontroller has been chosen to enable the robot to be cost effective where the
programming language required for this controller is CProgramming.
1.4.2 Electrical Circuits
Suitable sensors are needed for collision avoidance system. Also other electrical
circuitry is required for proper navigation along its determined path, and proper
function of mechanical devices and to supply regulated and stable power for the
robot.
L4.3 Robotic Movement and Mechanism
Motors and actuators are the "muscles" of the robot. Proper motors need to be
selected for desired output and tasks. Three types of motors have been identified for
the robot; Continuous Motors, Stepper Motors and Servo Motors.
1.5 THE RELEVANCY OFTHE PROJECT
Robotics being an important creation with the evolution of technology offers great
ass.stance to mankind in automation activities as briefed in the Background Study
Th,s FYP offers the author agreat exposure in technical application and design in
completion of her Electrical and Electronic Engineering Degree majoring'in
instrumentation. With much guidance from Supervisor, the project allows the author
to spark up her creative ideas to build an autonomous robot that can offer benefits to
the society in various ways from daily chores at homes to delivering/store keeping
tasks maproduction line in afactory. The author's project will also allow aground
base for future undergraduates to further improve the function and design of the
autonomous robot without going through much tedious basic 101 researches on
building anautonomous robot.
1.6 FEASIBILITY OF THE PROJECT
The project is considered feasible based on the time given and also the abundance of
mformation on robotic systems, which are available through the Internet as well as
the resources from the library. With assistance of the supervisor and other
undergraduates, completion study of the autonomous robot within the given time
W ,s made possible. Proper planning and methodology is applied to ensure
success in completion of the author's FYP with reference of the Scope of Study
outlined.
The firs, half of the project period was used to concentrate more on research and
bas.c structure of the robot such as the structure, mechanism and power source The
second half semester in June 2007 of the project wil. be concentrated on the
Cementation of research done to complete the FYP within objectives stated This
mcludes building the structure, gripping and locomotion design, as well as pre
programmed recognition of path to deliver the blocks to its required destination As
completion of the robot is done, the author will make room for modification and
ahemation to origi„al design based 0„ ^ ^




Robots may mclude feedback driven connection between sense and action, not underdreC hu a ,.«,„may ^ ^ of^^^ ^
(effe.orswh.ch may contro, arm, open or close grips. Control and feedback is
2 itself" C°mPUter Pr0gram Wh!Ch ^ ^dther eXtemal °r fa—* ««* the
There are two basic ways of using effectors, in which the first, to move the robot
round (locomotion) and the second, to move other object around (manipulation). The
d.stmct.on divides the robotics into two mostly separate categories: mobile robots
(moving) and manipulator robotics (grabbing).
2.2 HISTORY
The ,dea of artificial people dates back as the ancient legend of Cadmus, who sowed
dragon teeth that turned into soldiers, and me myth of Pygmalion, whose statue ofGa aea to ]ife ^^ fc ^ ^^ ^ ^^
metolwork, Hephaestus, created mechanical servants, ranging from intelligent golden
hand ma,dens to utilitarian three .egged tab.es that cou.d move about under their own
power. [7]
Czech writer Kare. Capek introduced the word "ROBOT" in his play RUR(Possums, Universal Robots) in 1921, Robot in Czech ^ ^ ^
r^bota wh,ch means "compu.sory labor". The earliest ideas that could be related to
robot, ,s in 350B.C. by the Greek Mathematician, Archytas. He created amechanical
b.rd he called "The Pigeon" which was propelled by steam. [7]
The first recorded design of a humanoid robot was done by Leonardo da Vinci
(1495). Da Vinci's notebook contained detailed drawing for amechanical knight that
was apparently able to sit up, wave its arms and move its head and jaw.
The first known functioning robot was created in 1783 by Jaques de Vaucanson, who
made an android that played the flute. Many considered the first robot in the modern
sense to be ateleoperated boat, similar to amodern ROV (Remote Operated Vehicle),
designed by Nikola Tesla and demonstrated at an 1898 exhibition in Madison Square
Garden. In the thirties, Westinghouse made a humanoid robot known as Electro,
which was exhibited at the 1939 and 1940 World's Fairs. The first electronic
autonomous robot was created by Grey Walter at Bristol University England in 1948.
[8]
2.3 TYPES OF ROBOTS
Generally, the types ofrobots are divided into two categories in which:
1. Manipular robotics: Robots stationed in one location and able to move other
objects such as the robotic arm for material sorting process.
2. Mobile robotics: Robots which are able tomove about.
23A Industrial Robots (Manipulator robotics)
Typical industrial robots do jobs that are difficult, dangerous or which high repetition.
They lift heavy objects, cut and shape fabricated parts, paint, chemical handling and
perform assembly and inspection work. These robots are able to perform quality of
work due to fatigue or weariness and they are able to operate for long hours.
Industrial robots used inthe market include:
Cartesian robot/Gantry robot
Used for pick and place work, application of sealant, assembly operations,
handling machine tools and arc welding. The robot is normally mounted on a
tract on the operation floor. The Cartesian robot is the familiar of x, y, and z
axes of the machine tool.
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Figure 2.1: Diagram ofaCartesian robot (XYZ Robot).
Cylindrical robot
Normally used for assembly operations, handling at machine tools, spot
welding and handling at die-casting machines, ft is arobot whose axes form a
cylindrical coordinate system. The movement of the joints of acylindrical
robot generates awork shape ofacylinder.
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Figure 2.2: Diagram ofa cylindrical robot.
Spherical robot
It is able to handle machine tools, spot welding, die-casting, gas welding, and
arc welding. It isa robot whose axes for a polar coordinate system.
Figure2.3: Diagram ofa spherical robot.
SCARA robot
Popular for pick and place work, application of sealant, assembly operations
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and handling machine tools. Arobot which has two parallel rotary joints to
provide compliance in a plane. The name SCARA means Selective
Compliance Assembly Robot Arm which was introduces in the late 1970 as a
robot ideally suited for assembly task. One of the main reasons this robot
excels is because of the Compliance feature it offers. "Compliance" is a
robotic term what means that the robot or tooling is ca[able of adjusting to
accommodate misalignment. [3]
Articulated robot
Arobot which resembles arobotic arm, used for assembly operations, die-
casting, fettling machines, gas welding, arc welding, and spray painting. It
robot whose arm has at least three rotary joints.
is a
Figure 2.4: Diagram ofan articulated robot.
2.3.2 Mobile Robots
The other types of robots used are the mobile robots. These robots unlike the
industrial robots are able to move from one position to another. Such ability allows
the robots tobe used in various fields such as:
Replace human labor for long and tedious work (agriculture)
Farmers drive over aslow tractor for miles every year on the same ground.
The slow speed and gentle land allow robot navigation techniques to be
13
applied to thisenvironment. Demeter, an automatic robot harvester, is a model
for commercializing mobile robotics technology. The Demeter harvester
contains controllers, positioners, safeguards, and task software specialized to
the needs of commercial agriculture.
Investigation of hazardous anddangerous environments
The Pioneer robot is a remote reconnaissance system, used to perform
structural analysis of the Chornobyl Unit 4 reactor building. It is a
teleoperated mobile robot for deploying sensor and sampling payloads, a
mapper for creating photorealistic 3D models of the building interior,
equipped with tools for cutting and retrieving samples of structural materials
thus, providing an alternative to replace humans from entering hazardous
environments. [7]
Dante II, an eight-legged, tethered, robot descended into the active crater of
Mt. Spurr, an Alaskan volcano 90 miles west of Anchorage. The robot's
mission was to walk anonymously over rough terrain in harsh environment
and determine the amount of carbon dioxide, hydrogen sulfide, and sulfur
dioxide exists in the steamy gas emanating from fumaroles in the crater. With
Dante II, many volcanologists are saved from having to enter the craters ofthe
active volcanoes. [7]
Underwater exploration
Robotic underwater rovers are used to explore and gather information about
many facets of our marine environment. Project Jeremy, is collaboration
between NASA and Santa Clara University. An underwater telepresence
remotely operated vehicle (TROV) was sent by scientist into the freezing
Arctic Ocean waters to investigate the remains ofa whaling fleet list in 1871.
The TROV was cable operated, which carried power and instructions down to
the robot and the robot returned video images. The TROV can also collect
artifacts and gather information about the water conditions. [7]
Space robots
ROV is used for outer space terrain exploration. An ROV can be ofdifferent
14
forms, such as an unmanned spacecraft that remains in flight, or arover that
can move over terrain once it has landed one ofthe best known ROV's is the
Sojourner rover that was deployed by the Mars Pathfinder spacecraft. [7]
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2.4 BUILDING THE BLOCKS OF ROBOTS AND AUTOMATION
Robots and automation is made up of various building blocks, in which are
interdependent to each other for the successful implementation and function of the
robot. Failure in one of these building blocks would affect the overall process of the
automation. [3] The building blocks ofa robot consist:
1. Controllers















These devices are known as the "brain" ofthe robot. It is able to define any action
taken or to be performed according to the program set by the programmer. The
controllers' purposes are to monitor the coordination ofthe system such that adesired
behavior is achieved when an input is received.
Most common controllers used to control a robot are the PLC (Programmable Logic
Controllers; normally used in large scale industries), Microcontrollers (such as the
Programmable Input Controllers (PIC)). Data and information will be inputted to the
controllers, processed according to the program defined and executed via the outputs.
2.4.2 Sensors and Transducers
They are devices that generates output signal for the purpose of sensing aphysical
phenomenon. The most familiar sensor of all is a manual switch. The switch is the
link between arobot and aperson who desires the robot to be turned on or off. Limit
switch is another type ofmechanical switch. Unlike the manual switch, the input for a
limit switch comes the mechanism itself and is not controlled by the user. Limit
switched can be used to limit the travel of arobot arm on any of it axes and motion.
When the limit is reached, the circuit is opened that removes power from the axis of
motion either directly or via therobot controller.
Another type ofsensors is those that do not require physical contact. These proximity
sensors are capable ofsensing the presence of nearby objects without touching it. The
proximity switches are such as infrared sensors (uses infrared light detect the
presence ofan object, not affected by ambient light), photoelectric sensors (uses light
to detect presence ofobject, affected by ambient light) and the ultrasonic sensors




The functions ofanalyzers are to register and analyze the output signals produced by
sensors or devices. Analyzers for sensors may be of ADC (analogue to digital
converter) in which is to convert data produced by the sensors to digital binary date
understood bythe robot.
2.4.4 Actuators
Once areal world condition is sensed and analyzed, something may be needed to be
done. Actuators perform direct physical action for aparticular process. The difference
between actuators and drives is that actuators are limited to short linear discreet
motion. Actuators may include solenoid and cylinders.
Cylinders are popular for pneumatic types and may be used in robots such as the
gnpper. The rod in the valve of the cylinder would extend when the air is pumped
mto the cylinder. The extended rod may be used as aswitch to activate another push
button, or just for mechanical joint extension used by pneumatic robot arms
2.4.5 Drives
Luce actuators, drives take some action upon the process at the command of the
controller or to other analyzer. The difference between actuator and drives is that
actuators are used to affect ashort, complete, discrete motion (usually linear) and
dnves executes more continuous movements typically motors. Motors are the muscle
of the robot; weather to move other objects or to move the robot itself. There are
several types of motor normally used by robots, which are the stepper motors DC




2.5.1 Programmable Logic Controller (PLC)
The PLC is a digitally operating electronic apparatus which uses a programmable
memory for the internal storage of instructions by implementing specific functions
such as logic sequencing, timing, counting, and arithmetic to control, through digital
or analogue input/output modules.
2.5.2 Programmable Input Controller (PIC)
The PIC microchips are used for embedded designs. The Microcontroller is able to
perform various functions according to the user programming codes (Assembly
Language/C Programming). The microcontroller is able to perform task which is once
difficult to be implemented on normal logic circuit.
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2.6 ROBOTICS FUNDAMENTAL ON LOCOMOTION
2.6.1 Fundamental ofRobotic Mechanical System
Rolling robots are under the autonomous mobile robot category. The focus is on
robots meant for tasks onhorizontal surface, inwhich their platforms undergo planar
motion, which simplifies their kinematics. Rolling robots are basically of two kids,
depending on whether they are supplied with conventional or omni-directional
wheels. Robots with conventional wheels have twodegrees of freedom motion while
robots with omni-directional wheels are capable of three degrees of freedom motion
which increase their maneuverability substantially.
2.6.2 Robots with Conventional Wheel
These robot have only two degrees of freedom, therefore, they only need two
actuators. The example below is taken from Fundamentals of Robotic Mechanical
Systems (Theory, Methods and Algorithms) written by Jorge Angeles. The coaxial
wheels are coupled to the chassis and revolute ofaxes passing through points Oi and
02. [5]
The orientation of the steering wheel is defined by y, is controlled by the second
actuator. The design has a few drawbacks:
1. Two motors serving two essentially different task requires different
operational characteristics, in which both may not be available from the same
manufacturer.
2. Power motor requires velocity control, steering motor for position control
therefore giving rise to two independent control systems that may end up by
operating in uncoordinated fashion.
3. Differential gear train increase cost, weight and bring out inherent backlash of
gears.
21
2.6.3 Differential Wheelsvs. Caster Wheel Mobile Robot
Differential drive robots have more advantage over caster wheel type and tricycle
type robots. Relative to the global coordinate system, the robot can be position
anywhere specified by two coordinates of x and y and pointed in any direction
specified by a third coordinate, angle 6. [4]
Robots with caster wheels however, the degree of freedom ofthe robot is limited to
two parameters; the steering angle, a and the total distance ittravels, S. Therefore, the
robot's orientation and position are coupled. The robot must move forward or
backward in order to turn. The robot cannot go directly from one position/orientation







Figure 2.6: Kinematics ofa caster wheel drive mobile robot.
As shown in Figure 2.7, the differential drive robot has more flexibility in reaching
the desired position and orientation. The caster wheel drive requires turning forward
and backward motions in order to reach desired position and orientation. The
differential drive method is therefore chosen for this robot as it is easier to implement
and the amount offlexibility is much more as compared to the mobile robot with
caster wheel drive.
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Figure 2.7: Comparison of (a) differential drive and (b) caster wheel drive
kinematics using parallel parking example.
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2.7 MECHANICAL DRIVES
2.7.1 Choosing the Right Motorfor the Job
Motors are the muscle of robots, when attached to a set of wheels, robots are used as
legs. When attaching a motor to a lever, they serve the purpose as a shoulder joint to
moveup and down.There are many types ofmotors:
DC motor: The common motor normally used to drive continuously in one
direction. It only stops when the power supply is removed.
Stepper motor: Application ofpower causes the shaft to rotate a few degrees
and then stop. Continuous rotation ofthe shaft requires the power to be pulsed
to the motor.
Servo Motor: Strong motors normally used as joints for robots. It can only
move 180 degrees in direction.
2.7.2 Motor Specification
Voltage
All motors are rated by their operating voltage. Small hobby motors usually
range from 1.5 V to 12 V. Most motors can be operated satisfactorily at
voltages higher or lower than that specified. However, most motor is likely to
operate 50 percent of the specified rating. Running a motor continuously at
more than 30 or 40 percent of its rated voltage is not recommended. The
windings will overheat which may cause permanent damage.
Current Draw
It is the amount of current (amp or milliamps) in which the motor requires
from the power supply. Current draw however, increases with load. Apoint is
reached when the motor does all the work it can perform, and nomore current
will flow through it. The shaft stops rotating; the motor has stalled. Therefore,
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when building a robot, the load (weight) must be including under
consideration.
Speed
The rotational speed of a motor is given in revolution per minute (rpm). The
speed of themotor could be increased or decreased using 2 methods; building
a biggermotor (impractical) or add gear reduction.
The speed always decreases when goingfrom smallto large gear.
The speed always increases when goingfromlarge tosmallgear.
Therefore, if there isaneed toreduce the speed ofmotor from 5000 rpm to50
rpm, the speed reduction would require a reduction ration of 100:1. This
would require a drive gear of 10 teeth and a driven gear of 1000 teeth.
2.7.3 Torque
Torque is the angular force that a motor can deliver at a certain distance from the
shaft. A5oz-in oftorque with a distance of1inch away from the shaft ofthe motor,
it is strong enough to pull up a weight of 5 ounces using a pulley. Metric units
normally specify torque interms ofNewton-meters (Nm). [4]
kg —m
lN = l-^—T- = 022Slb
sec*
Electrical power is converted to mechanical power in motor. The relationship
involves power (in watts) and energy (in joules). Power is the rate of energy used.




The electrical power supplied to the motor, Pe, equals the voltage, V, across the
motor's terminal multiply with thecurrent, I, through the motor. Current measured in




1 Ampere = 1
sec
Coulomb1 Watt = 1 Volt x Ampere = 1 Vo/t x
sec
Mechanical power, Pm, equals the torque, T, output by the shaft multiplied with its




Watt = i Ull
sec
Since power is energy per unit time, this shows that one joule energy can be
expressed in two ways; either as 1Newton meter or 1Coulomb Volt. This is just
reaffirming the fact that energy is energy whether it comes from mechanical origin or





The relationship describing the electrical power to mechanical power in permanent
DC motor was described previously. The mechanical output power (due to the losses
from friction, wind, heating in the coils) will be some fraction of the electrical input
power. [4] The percentage is given as efficiency, u, where:
Pm = rjPe
The rotor coil is essentially an inductor with aresistance R. When rotor is turning, the
commutator segment sliding past the brushes create an alternating current in the






Where L is the proportionality constant called the inductance. As the motor turns,
voltage is inducted and opposes the applied voltage. The faster the motor turns, the
more the current switches direction, this the larger the inducted voltage becomes.
Thus, it tends to limitthe currentthroughthe resistorR.
When current fails, the less flux is created around the conductor, and the torque also
falls. Therefore, when speed increases, thetorque decreases.
The rotating motor can be modeled by the induced voltage, e (back electromagnetic
force) and the winding resistance R. The applied voltage is related to the back-emf
and current:
V = IR + e
When motor is not rotating, e = OV and the current through the motor is equal to the
motor applied drive voltage divided by the resistance. The current required to start the
motor from zero speed iscalled the starting current/stall current, Is.
V
When the rotor is rotating, e increases proportionally with the speed ofthe armature;
e = keo)
When ke is called the back-emf constant, the applied voltage is then related to the
current and the armature speed by:
V = IR + kea)
The negative feedback provided by the back-emfcauses the motor to settle to a steady
state operating point ofspeed and torque as determined by the load and the applied




Solving for I and plugging into the equation above:
TR
V = — + keco
kt
kt is actually equal ke. This can be seen from the fact that the mechanical power
output by the shaft will be the electrical power input, minus the lzR losses due to
heating in the resistor:
Pm = Pe - l2P
To) = Vl- l2R
Replacing the equation from T and V
ktI(o = (IR + ke(o)I2R
gives,
&t = ke ~ k
The applied voltage is then related to the torque and speed by constant k:
TR
V = — + kay
k
The speed-torque relationship is linear with the negative slope:
R V
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2.7.5 Determining the amount ofpower neededfor the motor
Figure 2.8: Free body diagram of a mobile robotand the forces as the vehicle
climbs a hill.
Assuming that the mobile vehicle is a different drive mechanism (two motors) and
need to climb a ramp ofangle 6 at a constant velocity v. The free-body diagram
makes explicit the force acting onthe vehicle. [4]
Since the vehicle moves ata constant velocity, there isno net force onthe car:
F = ma
Since the acceleration a, is 0 (the car moves at a constant velocity), the net force F
must be 0. Thus, the applied force Fapp, from the wheels acting in the direction up the
hill must balance the force down the hill resisting that force. The resisting forces are
the friction force and the force that is the component of the vehicle's weight acting in
thedirection down thehill. [4]
Fapp - Ff+ Fw
Where Ff isthe coefficient offriction, \i multiplied with the normal force, FN:
Ff - \iFN = \rnig cosQ
Fw is the mg sin 9(where mg, mass multiplied with acceleration due to gravity is the
weightof the robot)
Fapp = Vang cosO + mg sind
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The power required from the motor is the product ofthe force that needs to be applied
by the wheels times the velocity, v the robot travel up the hill.
"m ~ FappV







2.7.6 Robot Locomotion with DC motors
Most robot designs use two identical motor to spin two wheels. These wheels provide
forward and backward momentum, as well as left and right steering. Stopping one
motor, would allow the robot to change direction. Reversing both motors in relative
to one another, robot turns by spinning on its wheel axis. This would cause sharp
right and left turns.
ritfWAfd Reverse
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Figure 2.10: A two wheeled differential drive mobile robot with caster installed.
Methodfor calculating travel speedofthe robot:
1. Divide the rpm speed of the motor by 60. The result is the revolutions of the
motor per second (rps). Example: A 100 rpm motor runs at 1.66 rps.
2. Multiply the diameter of the drive wheel by pi (n= 3.124). Example: A 5 cm
diameter wheel would have a circumference ofabout 15.71 cm.
3. Multiply the speed of the motor (rps) with the circumference of the wheel.
The result would be the number of centimeters covered by the wheel in one
second.
4. The heavier the robot, the slower the motor will turn (depending on the
torque).
2.7.7 RobotLocomotion with Stepper Motors
Stepper Motors
DC motors are cheap and able to deliver a lot of torque for their size. However, the
common dc motor is rather imprecise because there is no servo feedback mechanism
or tachometer. It is impossible to command the motor to turn exactly a specified
number of revolutions and also fraction ofa revolution. Stepper motors are dc motors
with slight difference: instead of being powered by a continuous flow ofcurrent, as
with regular dc motors, they are driven by pulses ofelectricity. Each pulse drives the
shaft of the motor a little bit. The more pulse that is fed to the motor, the more the
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shaft turns. [8]
Inside a stepper motor
A four phase stepper motor is really two motors switched together. Each motor is
composed two windings. Wire connects to each of the four windings of the motor
pair, sothere are eight wires coming from the motor. The common from the windings








Figure 2.12: Schematic diagram of the Stepper motor.
Wave Step Sequence
The motor shaft turns a fraction ofa revolution each time a winding is energized. For
the shaft to turn properly the winding must be energized in wave step sequence
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Figure 2.13: Basic wave-step actuation sequence offour-phase stepper motor.
Double-On / Double-Off Sequence
Wave step sequence is the basic actuation technique for a four-phase motor. A better
approach would require actuating two winding at one in both-on/ both-off sequence
increasing the driving power of the motor. This provides greater shaft rotation
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Afour-phase stepper requires a sequence offour pulses applied to its various winding
for proper rotation. Most stepper are at least 2 phase, however majority are 4 phase
and six phase. Usually the more phases in a motor, the more accurate they are.
Step Angle
Stepper motors vary in the amount ofthe rotation the shaft turns each time a winding
is energized. The amount ofrotation is called "step angle" and can vary from as small
as0.9 degrees (1.8 degree ismore common) to 90 degrees. The step angle determines
the number of steps per revolution. A stepper with a 1.8 degree step angle must be
pulsed 200 times for the shaft to turn one complete revolution. A stepper with a 7.5
degree stepangle instead mustbe pulsed 48 timesfor one revolution.
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Pulse Rate
The smaller the step angle, the more accurate the motor. But stepper motor has an
upper limit to the number pulses they can accept per second. Heavy duty steppers
usually have a maximum pulse rate of 200 to 300 steps per second providing 60 to
100 rpm. Small steppers can accept 1000 or more pulses per second but they do not
provide much torque andare not suitable as driving or steering motors.
An interesting point to note is that stepper motor cannot be motivated to run at their
top speed immediately from a dead stop. Applying too many pulses directly from a
battery causes the motor to freeze up. To achieve top speed, the motor must be
gradually accelerated. Interms of human motion, the acceleration can be quite swift.
The speed can be 1/3 for the first milliseconds, 2/3 on the next 50 to 75 milliseconds
and full speed later on.
Running Torque
Steppers may notbe able to deliver as much torque as dcmotors forthe same size and
weight. In comparison, atypical 12 volt medium sized stepper motor may have torque
of25 oz-inches. The same 12 volt medium sized standard dc motor may have running
torque three or four times more.
Steppers are at their optimum performance when turning slowly. With stepper, the
slower the motor revolves, the higher the torque. DC motor however, is opposite from
this situation, in which the higher the speed, the better the torque.
Braking Effect
Actuation of one of the winding in a stepper motor advances the shaft. Continuous
input of current to the winding and the motor would not turn anymore. The shaft
would be locked as if the breaks wereapplied on to them.
2.7.9 Servo MotorApplicationfor RobotArm
A Servo is a small device that has an output shaft. This shaft can be positioned to
specific angular positions by sending the servo a coded signal. As long as the coded
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signal exists on the input line, the servo will maintain the angular position of the
shaft. As the coded signal changes, the angular position of the shaft changes. In
practice, servos are used in radiocontrolled airplanes to position control surfaces like
the elevators andrudders. They are also used in radio controlled cars, puppets, and of
course, robots.
Figure 2.15: A servo.
Figure 2.16: A dissembled servo.
The servo motor has some control circuits and a potentiometer (a variable resistor,
also known as pot) that is connected to the output shaft. In the Figure 2.16, the pot
can be seen on the right side ofthe circuit board. This pot allows the control circuitry
to monitor the current angle of the servo motor. If the shaft is at the correct angle,
then the motor shuts off. If the circuit finds that the angle is not correct, it will turn
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the motor the correct direction until the angle is correct.The output shaft of the servo
is capable of travelling somewhere around 180 degrees. Usually, it is somewhere in
the 210 degree range, but it varies by manufacturer. A normal servo is used to control
an angular motion of between 0 and 180 degrees. A normal servo is mechanically not
capable of turning any farther due to a mechanical stop built on to the main output
gear.
The amount of power applied to the motor is proportional to the distance it needs to
travel. So, if the shaft needs to turn a large distance, the motor will run at full speed.
If it needs to turn only a small amount, the motor will run at a slower speed. This is
called proportional control.
The control wire is used to communicate the angle. The angle is determined by the
duration of a pulse that is applied to the control wire. This is called Pulse Coded
Modulation. The servo expects to see a pulse every 20 milliseconds (.02 seconds).
The length of the pulse will determine how far the motor turns. A 1.5 millisecond
pulse, for example, will make the motor turn to the 90 degree position (often called
the neutral position). If the pulse is shorter than 1.5 ms, then the motor will turn the
shaft to closer to 0 degress. If the pulse is longer than 1.5ms, the shaft turns closer to
180 degress.
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Figure 2.17: Angle of output shaftdictated by duration of the pulse.
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As seen in the picture, the duration of the pulse dictates the angle of the output shaft
(shown as the green circle with the arrow). Note that the times here are illustrative




2.8.1 Collision Avoidance and Detection
There are two different types of detection system. Collision Detection is a form of
Passive detection, where the robot only changes direction after it has collided into an
obstacle along its path. Collision Avoidance however, is more towards an Active
detection system. The system would detect an obstacle from a defined distance
(dependant of sensitivity of the sensors), and changes course of direction before
collision.
Infrared light
Light may always travel in a straight line but it bounces off nearly everything. This is
advantageous to build an infrared collision detection system. The circuit below in
Figure 2.18 is an example on how the infrared LED and phototransistors can be
mounted on the top of the robot for the purpose of detecting obstacle likea wallor an
object in its path. The set point adjustment, R2, Provides means to increase or
decrease sensitivity of the circuit. Increase in sensitivity would allowthe robot to be
able to detect objects future away. The circuit recommended below has an effective
range of6 inches.
Objects reflect light in differentways. Light bounces better on white colored surfaces
compared to black. The phototransistor must also be blocked from direct light of the








Sound can be used to detect the proximity of objects in much the same as for infrared
light. Ultrasonic sound is transmitted from a transducer, is reflected by a nearby
object, and then received by another transducer. The advantage of using sound is that
it is not sensitive to objects of different colorand light reflective properties. However,
there are materials that reflect sound better than others, and some even absorb sound
completely. In comparison, proximity detection withsound is more fool proof.
The circuit below provides a practical circuit for building ultrasonic proximity
detector. A stream of40kHz pulses isproduced bya 555 timer wired up as anastable
multivibrator. The output of the 555 provides more than enough power for the
transducer. A piece of foam between the transducers is needed to eliminate direct
interference between the two.
The advantage ofusing ultrasonic is that it is particular about the frequency ofsound.
Specifically, it is desired to limit the sensitivity of the circuit to 40 kHz, the same as













Figure 2.19: Schematic of 40 kHz ultrasonic transmitter.
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Figure 2.20: Schematic for an ultrasonic receiver and tone decoder.
2.8.2 Direction Control
Relay Control
This method is slightly old fashioned compared to the other alternatives. However,
they are less expensive than the other methods, easier to implement and takes up less
space. The relay may wear out in time (after a few hundred thousand switching.)
This direction control system however, does produce a centre-off position, in which
the motor receive no power and does not move. The diagram below shows a simple










Figure 2.21: A relay controlled motor circuit.
Transistor
Transistors provide true solid state control of motors. The motor is connected so that
when one transistor is switched on, the shaft turns clockwise. When the other
transistor turns on, the shaft turns counter-clockwise. When both transistors are off,
the motor does not turn. The amount of voltage required depends on the voltage the
motor requires. However, for this motor control, both motors cannot be turned on at
the sametime. Doingso will cause damageto the transistors.
Resistors used to bias the base of each transistor are necessary to prevent the
transistors from pulling excessive current from the gate controlling it (computer port,
microcontroller or logic gates.) Without resistors; the gate would overheat and be
destroyed. The actual valueof the resistor depends on the voltage and current draw of













Figure 2.22: A transistor controlled motor circuit.
The diagram below shows the "H" network which is wired such a way that only two
resistors are on at a time. Whentransistor 1 and 4 are activated, the motorturns in one
direction. When transistor 2 and 3 are on, the motor spins the other way. When all
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Figure 2.23: An H-bridge motor control circuit.
There is a special type of transistor, which is the power MOSFET (Metal Oxide
Semiconductor Field Transistor.) The power MOSFET is able to handle higher
current and voltage todrive the motors without worrying about burning and frying the
component.
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The diagram below uses power MOSFET to drive the motor system. The circuit is












Figure 2.24: Diagram of power MOSFET andH-bridge motor control circuit
using power MOSFET.
2.8.3 Location Tracking on Work Area
Wheel Encoder Design
One of the simplest forms of position measurement where the position of a robot is
determined based on measurements of the distance traveled by each wheel of the
robot. This information, when combined with knowledge of the robot's physical
properties (i.e. its kinematics) allows one todeduce the current position and heading.
The process of measuring the rotation of the wheel of a robot is an example of




Figure 2.25: Encoder with single and two detectors.
Essentially, an encoder is a disc made of glass or plastic, with shaded regions that
regularly interrupt a light beam. InFigure 2.25, the left panel shows a simple encoder,
with a single detector (A), which measures the interruptions of a light beam,
producing the curve shown below the encoder. In the right panel, two detectors are
used, making it possible to determine also the direction ofrotation.
Bycounting the number of interruptions, the rotation of thewheel canbe deduced, as
shown in the left panel of Figure 2.25. However, in order to determine also the
direction of rotation, a second detector, placed at a quarter of a cycle out of phase
with the first detector, is needed (such anarrangement is called quadrature encoding,
and is shownin the right panelofFigure 2.25).
Line Tracking Implementation
The line tracking is an implementation of three infrareds to detect a white/black line
on a contrasting surface. The infrared light operates the same way as of the collision
avoidance and detection system, where the object here is merely a white line ideally
ona darker surface. Theconcept of light being reflected ona lighter surface as to of a
darker surface is used into implementation for the line tracking design. Also
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highlighted, the white line on work area ideally needs to be off same width. Below is
a line tracker circuitry. The line tracking circuitry will make use of three IR emitters
on the white line. The theory behind line tracking is actually pretty simple. An
infrared LED is paired with an infrared detector (Figure 2.18). The LED is
illuminated and directed to the surface where the line is to be detected. The detector is
biased on and fed into a comparator to clean up the signal. In order to keep the
electronics as simple as possible a 74HC14 Schmidt-trigger hex inverter will replace
the comparator circuitry. The very high input impedance, built in hysteresis and low
parts count makes the CMOS version an excellent alternative. The outputs go low
when the LED/IR Detector pair is positioned over a black surface and high when
positioned overa white surface. If the center sensor sees the line, go forward. If the
left sensor sees the line, turn left. If the right sensor sees the line, turn right. Part of
the programming should allow the robot to remember which sensor saw the line last
and continue to makecorrections in orderto negotiate turnswhere the linewill be out
ofthe sensors view for a limited amount of time.
8 luck (Ciroano)
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A power regulator circuit shown in Figure 2.27 basically ensures control of the
robots' power source. A power regulation circuit mustdo the following for the robot.
1) Regulate at a set voltage.
For efficiency, optimally it would be best to use a power source closest (yet
slightly above) the desired voltage input required. However this is rarely easyor
even feasible. For a start, different electronics require different voltages. A
microcontroller will require 5V, motors perhaps 12V, a voltage amplifier perhaps
both20Vand-20V. Batteries are neverat a constant voltage. A 6V battery will be
at around 7V whenfully charged, and can drop to 3 to 4V when drained.
2) Supply a minimum required amount of power.
The sum required power of all the robot components needs to be below the
amount the power circuit can supply. If power drops even for a fraction of a
second below what the robot requires, things like the microcontroller could reset,
or sensorswouldgive bad readings, or motorswon't work very well.
3) Allow for additional features/requirements, such as short circuit protection,
regeneration, negative voltages, and noise protection.
If something bad goes wrong with the batteries, things like acid chemical spilling,
dangerous fires and burnout could happen. The power regulation circuit needs to
account for this, by implementing fuses. One problem the circuit might have is
high frequency noise (bad). High frequency noise can result from common things
such as el-cheapo and/or old motors (the brushes have bad connections), RF
interference, and telepathic aliens. To correct for this, useanother capacitor but of
a much smaller farad rating.
2.8.5 Data Acquisition ofDrop-offPoint
The robot will be able to identify the path to be traveled to arrive and drop offpoint
by information tagged on to the block itself. Research has been conducted to
determine best system for path and destination information recognition. The robot
will basically be preprogrammed of the path for various destination data tagged on
the blocks. Research done is to determine best system for path and destination
information recognition. Below are comments on some of the possible data
acquisition systems that were proposed to implement this are asofthe following.
Bar code
• Embedding information ina sequence of bars representing 1's and O's.
• Can represent a lot of destinations.
• Require a barcode design program anda barcode scanner, which might incur
a lot of cost.
Character recognition
• Items are labeled with characters, alphabets or numbers.
• The robot isto recognize these identification data visually as an image.
• Needof a webcam or digital videosurveillance system to identify character.




• Use different color representation for each destination.
• Represent different colors with different voltage levels.
• Use of photo sensors can represent up to two different colors, which are costly
and there is more than two destinations.
• To represent more than two destinations, a web cam may be used, however
again requires complex programming for pixel recognition of colors.
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CHAPTER 3
METHODOLOGY OF PROJECT WORK
3.1 PROCEDURE IDENTIFICATION
The process flow of the project will be done based on the simple flow, which is then
applied throughout the project. Refer to the Gantt Chart (APPENDIX A) to see the
schedule ofwork progress.












Submission of Final Report
Figure 3.1: Process Flow for FYP.
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Research
The first step that should be taken into consideration is to select the project topic and
thus conduct preliminary researches and literature review through the available source
such as using the Internet or textbooks. As the information is available, it is very
crucial for the author to undergo learning process, as robotics is not a familiar area to
her. From the data gathered, the alternatives will then be layered out and the best
alternatives will be chosen based on constraint and criteria.
The next step would be to transfer or apply the information gathered by using related
software or doing some stimulation pertaining to the project. The following step is the
drafting of Interim Report, which has to be submitted before the oral presentation
through the end of this semester. The final process is the submission of final report of
all the activities conducted for the project flow the whole semester.
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3.2 TOOLS REQUIRED
Below in Table 3.1 are the expected tools and parts needed for completion of the
autonomous robot. These tools are obtainable for use from UTP workshop and the
software required is downloadable from the Internet for free. The materials such as
wood and aluminum are to be purchased or recycled from previous undergraduate
projects and electrical and electronic components can be borrowed from the UTP
electronics store or purchased from electronics stores outside of UTP. It is also a
requirement to fabricate all circuits as PCB, which can be done in the UTP PCB lab
with supervision of the lab technologist.
Table 3.1: Parts and tools need for the project
No Parts Material or Components Tool
1. Structure 1. Metal 1. Drill
2. Welding








3. Power distribution 1. Batteries(12V) 1. Solder and flux
2. Connectors & Wires 2. Multimeter
3. Ribbon Cable 3. Screwdrivers
4. Sensors 1. Ultrasonic 1. Simulation software
2. Infrared (Multisimor Pspice)
3. Electronic Components 2. Breadboard
3. Solder and flux
4. Multimeter
5. Oscilloscope
5. Microprocessors 1. PIC Controller 16F877 1. Breadboard
2. PIC Programmer Board 2. Electronics components
3. PIC 16F877 Target Boards 3. Oscilloscope




Below in Figure 3.2 is a flow chart describing the project methodology step-by-step






































Figure 3.2: Project Methodology Flow Chart.
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3.3.1 Literature Reviews
Intensive literature reviews has been done on mobile robot fabrication. Resources
from related books, internet and online journals have been accessed. The reviews are
crucial to identify the method, tools and equipments that are needed for
implementation of the robot. The literature reviews cover five important areas which
are:
1. Robots and its application in the industry
- The technology of robots used in various industries and the level of
technologies for each of the robots in its job application.
2. PIC Programming language
- Learning the programming language (C-H-) which is used to program the
microcontroller selected for this robot design, which is the Programmable
Input Controller (PIC) chip.
3. Robot Mechanism and Control
- Mechanical Trajectory and dynamics calculation has been done to
indentify the type of locomotion to be used, the torque of the motor
needed and mechanisms that would be implemented to the design.
4. Sensors and Coordination
- Identify the best suited sensor for the obstacle avoidance of the robot as
well as path planning needed for coveringthe area of land that needs to be
covered.
5. Robot Circuitries and Designs
- Electrical circuits such as stepper motors and driver circuits for controls of
the mobility ofthe robot.
3.3.2 Mechanical and Electrical Designs
The mechanical structures are drawn out which includes the details in which the real
robot would resemble. The electrical designs are done for simulation to test thetheory
and check the sufficiency ofvoltageand current suppliedto the circuitry.
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3.3.3 Structure Fabricationfor mobile robot
The wheels are mounted to the robot base. The stepper motor is coupled to robots
neck for gripper implementation. Electrical implementations are carried out parallel
to the construction ofthe robot.
3.3.4 Microcontroller Programming andPath Planning
The microcontroller is the 'brain' of the robot. Programming is needed to be done in
order to control the movement and path planning for the robot. The microcontroller is
implemented on the robot once the robot is completed.
3.3.5 Troubleshooting and testing
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4.1.1 Component Functions and Interaction
With the reference to the Block Diagram shown in Figure 4.1, the functions of the
components are described below:
PIC 16F877 Microcontroller
The overall process of the robot is determined by this chip. The chip receives inputs
from the sensors and processes it to execute appropriate instructions according to the
program written by the programmer. The controller also controls the drives such as
the DC motor according to the path planning codes written.
DC Motors
The DC motors are used to move the robot about. The motor has sufficient amount of
torque in order to successfully move the whole structure.
Line Tracker
The line tracker implementing infrared areessential for movement from point to point
of the robot. The line tracker is design to follow white lines over work area to get
around. The implementation of line tracker over wheel encoder will be discussed later
on.
Ultrasonic Receiver / Transmitter
The ultrasonic sensor is essential for the obstacle avoidance feature in this robot.
When an obstacle is detected along the predetermined path of the robot, a signal
would be sent to the microcontroller by the ultrasonic sensors. The obstacle
avoidance program wouldthen be executedto avoidany collisionof the robot.
Stepper Motor Translator
Stepper motors require certain combination of pulsing in order to move. The stepper
is implemented here for gripper control design.
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4.2 MECHANISM
The design of the autonomous robot requires its functionality as a delivering robot
which collects blocks from pick up point and delivers them at its respective drop off
point. These blocks will be design as a cube of 7cm x 7cm x 7cm, made of high-
density polystyrene to reduce weight constraint, hence torque required when picking
up the blocks.
The robot will beable to identify the path tobetraveled to arrive at drop offpoint by
information tagged on to the block itself. Research has been conducted to determine
best system for path and destination information recognition. The robot will basically
be preprogrammed of the path for various destination data tagged on the blocks.
Research done is to determine best system for path and destination information
recognition. Some of the possible data acquisition systems that were proposed in




Therefore, the author had proposed a simple bar code method to aid the robot in
destination recognition process, as further complex digital data processing of the
character and color recognition is not preferred. The barcode scanner in this case is
madeof two infrareds (BS1 and BS2)to interpret the information embedded onto the
barcode. The barcode itself therefore represented by two lines (LI and L2), given
black orwhite state to represent 0 and 1respectively. BS1 will be aligned to perform
recognition on halfof the barcode, LI and BS2 on L2. As shown in Figure 4.2, the
two infrareds will be placed far away from each other, and the LI and L2 will also be
represented by a big area (instead of thin lines) of black or white to prevent position
inaccuracy whilerobotplace itselffor pick up.The stateof eachBS1 andBS2 willbe
fed into the inputof the microprocessor.
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Figure 4.2: Bar code recognition method.
The layout of the pickup point, paths, anddestinations are shown in Figure 4.3. A is
the starting point and C, D and E are drop off points while W, X, Y and Z are
junctions. B is conveyor belt with a random time of blocks arrival at pick up point.
Therefore, the autonomous robot will only have to return to the conveyor beltat the
same position it picks up the last block after delivery. The conveyor belt should too
be installed with sensors, to stop moving, once a block is in position for pick up to
avoid overloading. If load is not placed on the conveyor belt, the autonomous robot
will be on standby until the user switches it off.
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Figure 4.3: Layout ofprototype destination area.
A flowchart of the robot mechanism with reference of the path layout is provided in
Figure 4.4. The autonomous robot will be switched on by the user at point A and
requires no supervision from this point onwards. The robotwill move to junction W,
and turn right in to B to pick up the first block. Note that the blocks would be
assigned with random destination information tagged onto it. Now, for instance this
first blocksdestination is E. The robot will move back to junction W and travel down
the WXYZ path for 5m and turn left at junction Z and drop the block of at E. The
robot will also be able to sense any obstacle in its way and stop. It will then provide
alarm via buzzerto demandthat its path be clear with assumption that this obstacle is
a human being. If the obstacle still exists after 10 seconds (obstacle cannot remove
itselffrom path; i.e. concrete object) the robotwill alertuserto remove the obstacle in
its way by a longer duration (continuous) alarm.
From Figure 4.3, there are three destinations to deliver the items from the storage area
B. The two lines of barcode, LI and L2 will be able to represent four (2n, where n
(number of input) =2) destinations with l's and O's combination as shown in Table
4.1.




























Figure 4.4: Flowchart ofrobot mechanism.
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4.3 STRUCTURE AND DESIGN
The figures below show the dimension of the autonomous robot physical design,
which includes the gripper, design. Figure 4.5,4.6, and 4.7 are respectively side, front
and top view of the autonomous robot while Figure 4.8 is a 3D projection of the
robot. The author had decided to use both plywood and aluminum in design of the
autonomous robot to ensure minimal expenditure trough out completion of the
project. The author had decided on using large wheels for large wheels provide low
torque but high velocity of locomotion.
2 cm
2 ail




Figure 4.6: Front view of the autonomous robot model.
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Figure 4.7: Top view ofthe autonomous robot model.
Figure 4.8: 3D projection of the autonomous robot model.
The following are photos of the constructed chassis of the robot made of aluminum
bars.
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Figure 4.9: Side profile of chassis design.
Figure 4.10:Top profile ofchassis design.
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Figure 4.11: 3D projection of constructed chassis.
To mount anytype of motor to the chassis, it is required to use an L shaped bracket.
For a DC motor, all that is needed to do is take a sheet of aluminum, drill two holes in
two of the corners, drill two more holes on the other half to match the motor screw
holes, and then bend theentire piece in a 90degree angle. In Figure 4.12 a U shaped
piece of aluminum, is cut to size, and the appropriate holes are drilled to attach it to
the white HDPE chassis. Two motorized wheels will be placed on the robot, one on
either side. The movement commands to the motors by either using a motor driver or
H-bridge.
Figure 4.12: Mounting motor to wheels.
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The most important of DC motor control techniques is the H-Bridge. After the H-
Bridge is hooked up to the motor, to determine the wheel velocity/position an encoder
is implemented. The H-Bridge is the link between digital circuitry and mechanical
action. The computer sends out binary commands, and high-powered actuators
perform required actions. Most often H-bridges are used to control rotational
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Figure 4.14: H-bridge circuitry used to control the DC motors.
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Figure 4.16: Power Regulation Circuitry.
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Figure 4.17: The pin layout and application diagram of the L78xx Voltage
Regulator.
A power regulator circuit shown in Figure 4.16 basically ensures control of the
robots' power source. Apower regulation circuit must do the following for the robot.
1) Regulate at a set voltage.
2) Supply a minimum required amount ofpower.
3) Allow for additional features/requirements, such as short circuit protection,
regeneration, negative voltages, and noise protection.
This power regulation circuitry is to provide other circuitry or sensors with the
required voltage. From the 12V battery, this voltage regulation circuitry allows us to
tap onto 5V via L7805 and 6V via L7806. Both the input and output shares a common
ground as seen in Figure 4.17. The chip is also easily heated up and there would be
some power loss to the environment. Therefore, to ensure the safety of the chip, heat-
sinks are attached to the chip for heat dissipation. The voltage regulators are soldered
on a veraboard and equipped with heat sink.
Figure4.18: VoltageRegulation Circuit withL7806 and L7805 mountedonto
heat sinks.
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4.6 COLLISION AVOIDANCE SYSTEM
4.6.1 Ultrasonic Receiverand Switching Circuit
The circuithas been designed based on the schematics shared on the internet by the
electronic hobby kit webpage. The design circuit in Figure 4.19 allows the relay
switch to activate when the receiver detects ultrasonic waves.
The circuit works based on the ultrasonic transducer when sensing ultrasonic signals.
It converts it to electrical input with the same frequency. The purposes of transistors
T3 and T4areto amplify the signal (as they are supplied by 9V voltage source). The
amplified signals are then rectified and filtered. The filtered DC voltage is fed to the
inverting input of the op-amp IC-2. The non-inverting pin is connected to a variable
DC voltage in which the threshold value of ultrasonic signal received can be
manipulated. The output of op-amp is used to bias transistor T5 which will then bias
the transistor T6. T6 can then activate the relay to control other equipment or





Figure 4.19: Schematic of ultrasonic receiver.
The circuitwas tested through simulation on the Electronic Workbench software and
the simulated result was compared to the final product when built. The simulation
resultsare vital for troubleshooting the actual circuit.
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Figure 4.20: Simulation of the ultrasonic receiver on Electronic Workbench.
4.6.2 Ultrasonic Transmitter
The ultrasonic transmitter is constructed using 555 based astable multivibrator. It
oscillates at a frequency of 40 to 50 kHz. The transmitter is powered from a 9V or a
12V supply. The value of4.7k with ±10k (pin 7) and the value of 18k (pin 6) and CI
of 680picoFarad waschosen to generate a 40 kHzto 50 kHz frequency. The accuracy
of the frequency is important to be detected efficiently by the receiver. The 40 kHz
frequency can be calculated using the formula below.
1.44
/ =
/ = (2R2 + Ai)Ci
1.44

















































Figure 4.23: Simulation for 40 kHz frequency generation.
Figure 4.24: Ultrasonic transmitter and receiver.
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-tl
Figure 4.25: Ultrasonic Sensor Circuitry.
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4.7 LOCATION TRACKING VIA LINE TRACKING IMPLEMENTATION
The author had proposed to her supervisor to implement line tracking to determine
distance and destination paths instead of encoder implementation. This is because at
an amateur level of robot building, there is a huge possibility of balancing and
alignment problems later on. With line tracking, the robot will be able to travel in a
straight line as well determine distance accurately. White lines will be embedded
along all the paths on the layout in Figure 4.3 from point A to B and all destinations
through all junctions WXYZ. However, the wheel encoder will be look into
implementation for future recommendations.
fte:i[+Swfc}
Black [Qrraind)
Figure 4.26: Line tracking circuitry.
In Figure 4.26 is the line tracking circuitry to be implemented on the robot. The line
tracking circuitry will make use of one IR emitters on each side of the white line and
one in the center of the line. These IR emitters are programmed to avoid the white
line hence aligning the robots movement to actually follow the white line. At each
junction a 0.5m horizontal line would be placed while another IR emitter is placed
onto the robot to count the junctions while the robot is movingto its destination. This
allows the robot to basically tell where it is on thepath layout and also as a guidance
to program the robot to arrive at its required drop off destination. Below is the
algorithm to be implemented for the linetracking implementation.
However sunlight can flood sensors to the point of being useless. Oursun emits large
quantities of light in the infrared spectrum, and although the human eye is blind to it,
electronics are not. For obvious reasons the IR emitter/detector circuit is quite
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sensitive to even the smallest amount of sunlight. So it is important to develop a
shield that blocks the light. There have been many variations of this: Cereal boxes,
garbage bags, boxes, electrical tape, black felt cloth and duct tape to name a few. The











Red == + 5vde
Black = Ground
Yellow = LeftSensor Output
Blue = Center Sensor Output
Orange = Right Sensor Output
Right status
indicator
Figure 4.27: Infrared sensors on a line tracking circuitry.
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4.8 MICROCONTROLLER
The author had decided to make use of the 16F877 by the manufacturer Microchip.
Please find attached in Appendix II the datasheet the microcontroller. The C-
programmable 16F877 IC shown in Figure 4.28, features 256 x 8 bytes of EEPROM
data memory, self programming, an ICD, 5 channels of 10-bit Analog-to-Digital
(A/D) converter, 2 additional timers, 2 capture/compare/PWM functions, the
synchronous serial port can be configured as either 3-wire Serial Peripheral Interface
(SPI™) or the 2-wire Inter-Integrated Circuit (I2C™) bus and a Universal





















Figure 4.28: The 16F877 IC layout.
A programming board is required to transfer and load the program written in C
language on a personal computer onto the chip. The Bumble Bee and PIC compiler
was installed on the computer and program written is transferred to the chip through
the helpof the Serial Cables. The program of the robot, load onto this microcontroller
is in APPENDIX B.
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Figure 4.29: Warp 13 programmer board.
An application board is constructed for the 16F873 microcontroller to interface the
PIC chip with other drivers such as theH-bridge, and sensors such as the line tracker,
barcode data recognition, and obstacle avoidance. An application board is also
necessary since, soldering a PIC straight onto a board is not recommended, as heat
may destroy the PIC and also to allow flexibility of moving the PIC from the
application board to the programmer board. The application board also includes
voltage supply, reset switches, a 4.0MHz clock, and input/output sockets for easy
installation of sensors and drivers.
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Figure 4.30: Application board, with PIC on its slot, along with a 4.0MHz





This project needs a very careful study and consistent works. There will be many
obstacles that need to be handled and overcome in completing this task. However,
with the guidance from the supervisor and other Electrical &Electronics Engineering
lecturers, it is hoped that this project can be completed successfully as scheduled.
This PIC controlled robot project will be the stepping-stone for the future UTP
undergraduates to develop new and better robotics systems. Implementing knowledge
gained from the class will be different from the knowledge gain from the hands-on
experience. Having all the basics for developing a good robot in house will give
strong future on robotics later on.












This semester's research and finding will be a guide to the construction of the
author's robot for the next half semester of FYP. However, flexibility is given to the
author to proceed with any modification of the original plan to accommodate
improvement or complications faced later on during constructions. Some of the
recommendations the author plan to look into given no time constraint are as the
following.
S Implementation of Wheel EncoderDesign
The current design is to implement line tracking instead of wheel encoder
because accuracy of balancing andalignment of the robot is almost impossible
at armature level of robot construction. IR emitters are very sensitive to light;
imagine an environment with spotlights and light bouncing off the floor. This
would cause complication for the line-tracking device to differentiate the
white line and surface of the floor. Besides that having grids on a whole floor
layoutfor actual implementation is sight for soreeyes.
S More Torque for PickUp
Current design uses high density polystyrene to mold the blocks which is
extremely light. However in practical implementation, items for delivery
maybe of larger weight. The author plans to further improve this feature by
providing more torque forthe motors attach forgripping action.
* Flexibility to Add On Destinations of DropOff Point
Current design allows a maximum of 4 destinations with LI and L2 to define
destinations. The author plans to allow a flexible feature ofmore barcode lines
to specify more drop-off destinations without requiring much change of
programming to the microcontroller.
s Voice Activated
The current function requires a push button to switch on the robot. It would be
definitely an interesting feature to switch on the robot by voice. This will
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prevent a new user from going through the hassle of reading the operation
manual to just allocate a push button to start up the robot.
S User Friendly Features
The author plans to add on user-friendly features to the robot, since its
function to offer a helping hand to human daily activities. Some of the
features that would be look into are actual prerecorded voice instruction from
the robot instead of alarm/buzzer to request any obstacle to be removedfrom
its path. The author also plans to install a housing for the robot to not only
protect the frame andcircuitry butalso give it a pleasant face or personality.
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// #define bar3 input (PIN__D1)






if((LTL -= 1 SS LTC = 1 SS LTR ==1) || (LTL = 0 SS LTC •= 1 SS LTR







else if((LTL == 0 SS LTC == 1 S& LTR ==1) || (LTL »= 0 SS LTC === 0 &S








else if{(LTL = 1 && LTC = 1 && LTR == 0) (LTL = 1 SS LTC == 0 SS



























































































































































































































//setup_ccpl(CCP_PWM); //pwm disabled, speed control disabled
//setup_ccp2(CCP_PWM);
//setup_timer_2(T2_DIV_BY_4, 255, 1);
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FIGURE 1-2: PICI 6F87d AND PIC1SF877 BLOCK DIAGRAM
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i: T|ife&v"*r si Sv-p-ri^-rgger^p'_:*tien ca-r*tetr-a as aenera' pi,rr3:-t VDerc aTTL rp'.:w-isn u«J r Te =ara'lel ::a^e
^crt mode <*r l-ftsfacng iea -n crcpraMCsar bm>
*: Trii&-**r sas^-T-'T.Dger rpttwisn sa^ctfeah^c es;lla.:a'rrcdearc avV.o: .nputelfer^lse
E'S3C29;E-page 5 if ••93S MIS«B'l.p"5crnO'OCJ':15.
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?CR72 rsebi-crestanal l.Opsnor »ara:ls slave p:r! *t?er
r^fftzna te •r"-s"ap,*s*e«a^hiie.
az>-y-=-z=z IS 7"J ;S 10
-3-.1-J3'
nrM.f;- i ;c sz J- mo
•3T1-_U!
fiCC-=~2 2 I 2% ^ MO 2-;T-_»>
sz-y--~i 2~ 2* <• WO »-r,i-_w
fi.:-i.-=:=4 2" 23 : l.'O ,r-~1~ HI
bqs'f:== 22 3' i l.'O 2-1-J3!
r.^.-z-r.- z: a: <i l.'O
•i .'I J*1
ROT/F^T ;p 33 ; l>0 3-.ir_Bi
PORTS s a tl-dlrectla-ta /Oicrt.
SSC^tJ^E S J ;c l.'O
•S-.l-.'11 RiC can slac tersaa sc^tral^cms aa^tle sws }>*: or
r=i.!wa\i& e !3 :e l.'O 3-T"_PI
JliUJ 1 IJUlE.




l.'O aT.i-J« R.32:araiscfreseieci onirc'ter Ihe Mra el lavsp:rt,
cra-iatearp'.tr
Vat; 'I si 13,3^
€JS r — Craunareierers*'or Use ant t.'O pfs.
YUi





^ TMese (hi are nal iTOTil- eannetftd. Theie nhs ttcUd le
fe^n:;preeted.
i aLlaut
— - *ol used
Hate ' "I! juHi r I: c Ichnlll THjpc
2 "•i-3 3utftrl:a:chrtllTvt33e
a -i\ s suffer is a :crrlll naje
Pst rcas [ftr :rtericha la a
4 ~"i s sutler l: a Cehrllt TfIdjs
, * - rputc-p.' P - pcwer
~1 - T7l 'rptt ST - Schmtr Tries' Input
-inprfwi-oP isrf auicfi a: or -cxlcn-a friisriipt
- fneut iftter js-ed -nsslai sfagrarvircrtde
- incut v>fer remained as ceperai jj-pcs* MO ani a -TLhauf *-er ._5«d h Iht Pa-ale Sieve
rrt:;iprcceKcr Bj:-.
•Inaul Ater icrftauKc !r R2 ascl 'star T,a3e ana j CMOS i-pj: sisrwie.
•s tE9= WicrschpTestnoogj ire nG5:S2E-pagr £
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3.0 I/O PORTS
Scire pins itertfrese .'Cports are ^unipteoed w:h a"1
jll^-.-ij.e-Linjlijn fui .lib (jeii^tidi 'etiU'Ki uii ;<[=-
device. Ingene-si. when a pe'.c-raal is enabsd, thai
pin -naynolbe used as a general urccse l.'Opin.
Additional inforiratonen l.'O cons nay be rcundin the
3 Crri&e1*1 Mc-Ssnae RsVence Ma-ual,
iDS33D2&;.
3.1 PORTAand the TRISARegister
PORTA e a ^-bit wee bi-d.iaciiota pon. "he core-
sp^ding dsf.ti direction register is "TOGA. Gefcirrg a.
TRISA ah1=1) ftillmate tile ecrrespendng FC31Ap '-
an inpixil.e.. putfrecaTespcnding output dri/er ins
hi-irrpedance rrcde). Cles.-ng a TREA fc: (=0) w
rrese theccfre&Ecndrig "CSTA p- *t cukj: ii.e..put
,ip=ujiil^r.i u'lL'« UA|,<ui kiMtuii :.\f= seleU.iwpiii;.
Reading the ?Cf*TA registe' reads t-e ksiu! of r~
pins whereaswningto :w writeiothspen rah. A!
write operations are resc-rredi'y-write cpersnions.
Ths^efcre. a write m accri inplies'hat:he ;cn p>s a_e
read, ihevaje is TK)d1iedand:he" wttenwhs port
date larch
Pin RfiA is iiu-ipfexed Willi the TimerC Tiorije clock
input:o beccrre the PA4.TICKI pn. ""he RA^TI-CKI
pin is s Sshrri-Tf ggsr input s/rd :n cpen dra - c^f pu:.
All olherPCPfTA cins have ~TL npul leue's %»4 Li
CMOSojtputS've-5.
Ot^sr PORTA pins sre mJtipe*eii w:h a-alcg inputs
and analog Vref irey:. "he operation c-'each pi- is
*ewteil by dtdiiiiyyd.liny '.it uuiLU L'.i in .it
ADCON' regiswlA'C Control Psgisterl).
Note: On a Power-on Resst. these pas 3ie corv
fffliredasanalcg nputsand read as Q\
Tlit: TR3A reyialtr wniivls Ji* uieuiu-s ur die tA
pins, e«en when theyare beingussdss anaogincuts.
Theuse-fVK.st ensuretie bitsin-Jia""RI&A register a**
















,- InirLaliis POfiTA by
; clearing oiiipui
, sati litibss
SB! ; Ealsrt Eat* I
; caailgviM all fins
• 3D aj.ai.tsl inches
; Ya3.ua usao to
,- ijiieialJK Est:
j air«:tt;a
; Sat HA^iiOn se input:
; RJU;:i> as OUtCUt.3
; ,lfiiEi.;?;e.% sr« alvay:
s raatf at '•:•".
^ 'E95 McrscflpTeSroogy trc
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FIGURE 3-1: BLOCK DIAGRAM OF








Nc:» I vc E'rs hart crater, cr c'c«si3 >/sb-ard Vbb.













TABLE 3-1: PORTA FUNCTIONS
Nanc 3ittr Buffer Function
RAOfANJ blO TTL Inpot.'cxjiut cr analog inpui
RAI'ANI b-1 TTL lnpui>tuxutcr analog fnpu:
RA2'AN2 bl2 TTL inpui''cu?ut cr analog inpui
RA3,'AN3,Y*=f b:3 TTL lnpui.'ou:Eut cr analog inpu:cr V==F
RAi'TjCKI b-A ST InpjI.'oKu: cr exte-ns dock inpji fcr ""irrerO
CutE-jt is oper drain:ype
RA5'S5AN4 btS T"L InpiR.'ouipJt cr slave selec: inpulb' synchrc^cus serial portor anal»5 inpjt
Legend:TL = TTLhpuLS~ = 3±imrt rigge'inpj'i
TABLE 3-2: SUMMARY OF REGISTERS ASSOCIATED WITH PORTA









^As HA4 rW *M HA I HAU --•:•; vOflv --OH vC-OC
K- TRIEA
—
— PC^A DateDirected Register • -i: 313] --i: iiai
erh ADCON1 ACfM _ — j — | rcrc31 rc"C2 ncrci r-orco --:• :ou: --D. ::o:
Legend: %-un*n3¥!ri.-H = irch^ged, - =unmpfe-rte-Ttedlosatcnsreic as'O.Shsdec cells s-*•;<:<: used syFCRTA
Mo*a- Whw iwrp *h»SRP mnniilp .i RPIeiTunrrmriea-id!^5 ensiled th* AiT"?rrsnwrter mwt 6w<aat Innnc rvf
^efeilpwingrnodesv^erePCFSSi^FGDgQiao.oio]., <iiik, hoi, mo, mi.
KSSEMB-page 30 ••«& yijtBlp -scrnaogy n;.
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3.2 PORTB anc. thfi TRtSB RgpiWr
PCRT3is an 5-bit «ids. bi-d-ecliona port,"he core-
sps-'ding data dirwten rcgi=te- = "RISE. Sot:if s
TRISB bit;=: Jwil make t*te co-respcnding PCPTS p•
an input lie.. putfre coTesccnding ojtp*- driver ins
hi-irrpedsrwe rrcdei. Clea-ng a TRS3 ct «:—Ci w
msretheccrresponc Tg PORTS piranoutpu; >Xi., put
:H-conten;sc*t*re outsui latchen •.-* wlettftCpin;.
Th-eepinsofPOFTB srent tipscejBiifr! the- Low Velt-
age Progsairmrg ""u-'slicn; RB&PGW, R35.'P3C an;
3E7.'P3L The aternste functio-s of these p "s a-e
describee inthe Specal Features Seetio-r.
Eaci v t'e FORTS ;• nshasa weak internal pu--p.A
single ocrtd bilcsntjTrcnal thetuli-ups. T«s a pe.'-
ftnies b>oearingbitHBPTJtGFT DN_REG«:~>i.The
weak pull-up s ajtonafica yturned cSwhen 1he pot
pin <; mnfigitrw! ac »i mktv:* Th= r il-upt ara Hit-
abled on a Powe'-cn rieset.




rd c«- lie HErU bt .;OF~ 0*._HES**>;.
-our of P^qTE'i pint. =*3?:RE-1. have on i-:errucr ;.-
change fsatLfe. Only pins configured as ^pufc ca^
cajse Ihis irrs""jp: 1coccu-: .e.any R37:=?E4 s -co~-
-Igj-ed asanculput s excludes Ton t-s nte-r.pt o-:
chargeconparisoni. "he -rput pins (ofRB7:R3i; sn
ooTtpa-M with tW: d a va -c atehee en t»c as: read of
aCRTB. T-e "rrisiiHcV outputs c*' =*E7:RB+ a-e
CRedtogether togenerate tf>e 3BPot Change &*•=--
rupt wit- fag bit RB!F» MTCCM<3>i.
PIC16F87X
Th s inter-.pt can wake the device ion S_=EP.The
use-', inbe interruptsenice routine, ca-r etesr the inte--
rupt in ™?€ tallowing narne^:
a; Any read or w-te cf PC.^TE T-is will end the
nismach condtion
b; Clearr"sg&:S3lF.
Anismstdi condtionw cent--uetosetflag i;i-P.3 IF
rfej«Jiiiy P&3TB willend Hie riibi-idwh J-undiiunrftFj
altowflag bitRBSF to bedeare:.
The interrupt on change featire is lecorrmendeii fc'
wake-up oi keydepression ope-atir arc c-jieralcns
were =CPT3 isai v usedfortie interrupt onchange
^satire. Pcling of POTS is no] nscarmerced wh e
usig the irterrupton changefeat-re
Ths irfiernpi on irifsrrash feature, together witr? soft
ware oonfijureaile pull-ups on these fojr p-s. slew
easy ircerhe* to a isyssa and ns<o it sossibe fc-
wake-up on itey-depressioT. Refer fc fe Errbedde:
Cctro Handbook. V«w'emenriflp IVak^-Up cv: *4'*y
Hrafte'fANKS:.
R3C>'INT isanexterna >*erru;-rnpJ:pinar>: 5kt>
uied uiiiy HifIIiTECQ ii>. (0P"ICN_RE3'>:>?.
^SC.'INTisdisBJSsedinceta inSec:cn :2 1'".1.















S: 1 ensfilsma* pji-jc-s sk *e wtccIsk tkis ar.
ai3 c ear ifis "5PJ tf:.' OPT ON.'E^-''1'1-'.
Note: WHM1 usni Low •Ajltagc ICSP Prof5nvnir,8 (UVPJ ane &c pti) up5 « PO^^b arecrwea. u: ? in frc
TRtSB regsler must bedearedtociaafcte the pu-qi on RBSsnj ensurethe uroper operation ofjhe devce.
























hpufoutput pi-orexternal -te^p? inpui. Inters software
program-nablewealt pull-up.
ic^-.'OLJtputpiT. Inta-^al software prpgrarrmasle weak pulk,p.
'output pr. Inter-iai software pr-ngramraide weak pulkp.




pji'outputpn iwithinterrupto- chaigel. Internalscriwsre prcgraiinabe
weak pul-up.
i^iroulpul pr (mil?: imerrup; enchsigei crIn-OrcJ: Debugger p•?
rt:e.-na software prpg-3irmable weak pull-up. Serial programing dock.
l-T.ar;oulpul pin (air- irrlerrupi en change'i crIn-Cireit Debugger p
Interna software prog-anrmaHe wea* pull-up Serial prog-arr-n no. data.
Legend: TTL =TTL nput.3T =Schiife T-gger input
Note 1: "his buffer is aSchrritt -rigge- irrat wen conSgir^ as the external inte-rjpt
2: his buffer isaScfcrnti -rtgoe- inpj: wen jsed in serial ^gra-nnirtg rrede.





























| INTSGC- ITOSS j -3SE | PSA | *5Z | ps] ) 3sr,




3.3 PORTC anti tha TRISC Register
fORTC is en C-«i: wice, bi-diredicnoi per. The sor;-
spc*ding data directcn -egist&* 5 TSI3C. Setting 3
TRISC:it i>1 Jwill rake the ccrresponrJngPORTCpn
an input tie.. put its- ocaespending ajipj: driver ina
hi-irrpedance rrcdej. Ctarng a TRISC bit .;=0i w
maw the ccrresporelng POR""C;Hnan output «,t.e, pui
•he contents cf tne OJtpuilatch en the selectee pin;.
PCRTC is mJtisexad witi several peripheral =ur>:ticri6
(Table 3-5). FCPTC ;tns have S:hntfc Trgger input
huffcrs.
Wr'entne ^nodue se."abled,thePC'R~C(3:4:>pin6
can be co-rfigu-ec wit" norrral 1:C levels cr witr
SM3W5 levels by isrjj the CK= bt (SSPS_A_ *£ •>.
'.'.V":ri :nafcHf ccriphera funMions. ca-c ahou a tc
tawn in defningTRIS aitsfor each =OR~Cpin.Scire
peripheralsoverride the TRIE bt to rrste a pinan cu:-
put. while other peripherals override tie ~RIE bt b
mate a ninan input Since the TR1S c-:oven-ce is -
effect wn e tne peripheral is ena&lec, read-norJirj-
wrneinstru;tcns(E&F. ecf, xoKWFlwrlhTRSCas
destination shou c ce avo dec. Tie user shoJd referb
the corresponding pern'-eral section b- the correct
TRiSbtsetno.5





















Note l: 1'Opra navediWepTai«t6ii&'jfc& 3rdyss
2: P9rt.PerlrjreraKleclBl3r3sele?!st:-3lft«enpor
3«rasid per,pieral culpa,
a: wpfierai ut i.owpu eraesi *wry sajKnea n
Eelphsra seeot s 3Clive.
••£ 'cos M<nrrlalpTKSvinftry \ri~.
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2: FcrlPel3herai$e:ec: slcnaiseesis Mtvsei perl
cats arioperoneral ojlpjl.









TABLE 3-5: PORTC FUNCTIONS
Namp nm BufferType Finalinn
RC0.T1OSCT1CKI fclD sr Inpul.'ajtpJtporpinorTnierl osc ato-oujputTinerl ccci: nput
RC1,T10SI'"CCP2 til sr Inpicbutpj; pen pinor T'rner1osc ato" inpuicr Capture* iniut'
Conpare2 ourpul<TRVM2 cuteut
RC2,CC31
irt2 ST Inpin-^US'^ per: pin or C3.|Kir«1 Lnsut'Ccmr-aral cutou-JPlAik''
O-tpJ
RCS.'SCKSCL its ST RC3san also ze lhasynchronous serialclock for both5? ard !;C
.modes.
RC*SDKSDA it4 ST RC4canalsc ce lhaSPI Data In;SPIncdei ordata l>'C i'l2C -noce!..
RCS.'SDO Ht5 ST Inpui'butiwtport pinorSynctvancus Serai For:data cutest
RCe.TX;CK fc:6 ST Inputtutput port pinor 'JSAST Asynchronous Tansiri: or Sychrc-
news 3cck
RC7,'SX'0T 6-7 ST Inpuifcutpu: per pin o*USART Asynchronous deceive or Spehrc-
ncus Zats
Legend: ST= Sdirrifi Trigger i-.sut
TABLE 3-6: SUMMARY OF REGISTERS ASSOCIATED WITH PORTC








D7n PSrTC PS7 see 3C5' • acr RC3 *C2 5K1' "•RCTJ- XXiX X3CL* uuiw li'j'ju
&7r> "RISC POR'C DataDirectcn Regste- mi mi Sill 1111
Legend: a =unknown, * = unchanged.
D33C292B-page 3d l •:93EMbro3lp-"sCfro'0cyii3.
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3.4 PORTD and TRISD Registers
Th's sectcrt is net applicable to t'ne PIC16Fc73 •:>'
P C16FS78.
3ORTD is an 3-bitport wth ScnTint T-gger nput buff
ers. Eachc-n is ndiwdually configurable as an inputcr
cutrnt.
PORTD can be configure-; as an 3-bitwise .iiicrop-o-
cesscr pot (parallel slave port; by selling cc^tro bit
PSPMOCE iTRISE<4>i, Inthisrwde. the inpui buffers
areTL.
FIGURE 3-7: PORTD BLOCK DIAGRAM(IN
UP PORT MODE)

























rtoui'cuiput port pr. or para lei slave po't btu
rsu'jcutput poi pn or pars,lei slave po-t b:1
nEu-j'culput po-tp n orpar3le!slavepo-tbt2
n;uI'culput port p n or para lei slave po-t b t$
rtyjicutput po-t p.n or para lei slave pot b:4
nEtrjcutput po-t p - or para lei slave po-t b t5
ncu-j'culput pan pn or para ielslave po-t bt&
rrout'cutputpo-t p - or para le!slave pot bt"
Lege-c: ST= Schrrit! Trigger nput TTL =TL input
Note 1: n:-jt buffers areSchiritt Triggers ntien in l.'C nrade andTTL buffer wnen r, P3ra!(e Slave For fi'cde.
TABLE 3 8: SUMMARY OF REGISTERS ASSOCIATED WiTH PORTD




value on ai i
otfier rseels
Kir pott:; RUT =*D5 RES =?D4 rCj TD2 RD'. fCC- xxxx xxxx uuyu uuuu
TIVSD PTJTrrj Dso crscuon Register 1111 1111 mi nn
63r
-mm IBF | C6F | IBCV | P3PMODS | - | PORTE Data BrecttCfl BftS 0000 -in vflvv -111





3.5 PORTE and TRISE Register
"his section is not apdicatie to the PIC16F8T3. or
pic-eF3?e.
POSTE h3s tnree pins, ^EC'TCvANS. RE^TER/ANe
a-'C RES'T^.'AN", which are ncivcually configurate
as inpuis cr outputs. Tnese pins have Schrrit; Trigger
irc-ut buffers.
l.'C POrTE becomes cantro inputs for the rrifcpro-
cesso' port wen Bt =SPI/QD= CRISE<4>i is set. In
this node, the user must make sure 1hal the
"SISE<2:D> cits are set ipns are ccflfguredas digital
incuts).Ensure ADCON1 is oonfgjred fordigtal IC In
this ncde, the input buffers are TTL.
Registe" 3-" shews the TRISE-egister. whichalso ccn-
Ircls the paraiie. slave port cperatio-.
PORTEpins are rrulrjplexed wth anabg rrtpu-s. When
selectee as ar analog nput these pinsw 1read as '3s.
""RISE controls the d -eclirjn ofthe RE pins, evenwhen
they are being used as anabg incuts. The user rrusi
makesure to keep the pins configured as inputs rthen
usingTiemas analog inputs.
Note: Cn a Pawer-cnReset these pins are ccn-
ftgureo asanabginputs.
REGISTER 3-1: TRISE REGISTER jADDRESS G9hj





















Hotel: I'D prs-Pa^e vn cl jce:-te'-tc mi
r-: R-0 R'W-Q =tv/--j u-r.- rVW-1 R'W-1 R'VM
I * C5r IBOV PDPVODE j _ *2 | m 5;to | R = Readable cit
W = vVritacte bit
U = Unirrplenented cit,
reac as C
-n= Value at PC3 reset
ttr a;ta
Parallel Slave Port Staius,'ControJ Bits
OH' IBF:irpjl Ekiffar Fjli Status Ell
l - Awere 13St»en reoeJuKl 3nd is>.at ng lo ce reaJ bytie CPU
a - N: tvsd has ceei recevsd
OH 6: OBF: CUBIC Slfle-=1*1 StatLsDt
i -"lesLtpjlPjffErBlll rtsideapravojBlj'/TtflenAQ^i
a • "ie cutpjl rxfirerras sesi read
DR 5 ISOV:nput BLUr c«1lsft EetettO: i-r Tte-oGrocsBECf rede;
a - A-.%T-a occuTsd fthei a crei'OdBtv icLt •»•« iss roltein -eac •must te sparse :r. soltoare'i
o - rJs c.ellwj eccnsd
SH J. PSPMODE: Para:eS-!a*aonMode Selsclb:
i - Fsraifei sa« pot rone
s • Geier3i cu-pcrse :0 rnoae
Oil 5 UnlmpiBTfiefltsd: Read ss T
PORTE Data Dirrefen BHs
btl 2. Biti SlreolonCcrtrO'tstfcrpIr *E2'TT.'-y>7
i - Inpit
a - CUELt
&t 1. Bltl. ^IfKilonCcrfD.DtlcrFir^El.^rv'ANf
i - Irput
a - Cicau





TABLE S-3: POFTE FUNCTK>NS




Lege-c: ST =Schrrit Trigger "nputTT_ =T~L input ~~ "™
Note 1: npjtbuffers sreSchiritt Triggers when h VO twdeare ~T_ buffers when in Parallel Slave Pert Mace.
TABLE MO: SUMMARY OF REGISTERS ASSOCIATED WITH PORTE
PIC16F87X
-uno-lion
nc-.voutput pen an cr read centre input in parallel s ave psn in™ cr
ana 09 inpjt:
1 = Not a read operation
•a =Re50 operatcn. Reads FCRTD registe- ;if chip selected/
nc'.t'output certpin orwrite control input inpraile slavepot macecr
ana og inpjt:
1 -N-ji j mil- u|ftrtdLun
0 =rt'rite cperalton. Writes PORTC register if chip se ectsd)
nc-.f'output pot 3n orchip seed control input h parallel slave p:-t
m?:e c- a-^alcg input:
1 = Device is notsetected
0 = Device is selected










— — ^E2 Re! REC
-x*s U'Jtt
-^SE :5F CBF :MV P3PMOIE




PCFG3 PCFG2 | =>CFG' | PCFSTJ
--•:•- cao:
-.0. o-r-vo
tf JES3 Merstfip TesTteogv ire 2So!J292B-C5ge 3T
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5.2 Using TimerO with an External Clock
When .10prescaleris usad, the exte-relccc* incuts
the same as the presca srojtpjt. "he synchronzalicn
of TDCK vjHh the internal (Chase cccss is accon-
p shecSysanplingthejrescaleroutp.tontheC-2and
04 cyclescfthe internal phase clocks Tietefore. t s
necessary *or TOC^to fce High forat least2Tosc(and
a small RC deaycf 3D ss) and lcwfb-at east 2Tcsc
(anc a sits RC delay of2Dns;. PJefe-lc the elecrkal
speci'calicn c'tne desi-ecdevce.
ncd-ile neans &atriere sncprescaerfo-re v*ateh-
doGtnKr,3ndviie-v&-5a.~hiS3rescale'"sr«tread3Eie
o-wilabe ;see Figure 5-t].
"he rSA and PHtPSObte •:0FTI0H.R3©<E» deter-
nine we prescalerassignmentandprescae rab.
When assignedtc the Tinertnodue. a ^structions
vjrttng to the TMRD register ie.g.cLRFi, nemi,
bsf i .x. ...etc.)flill clear the pescaer. Wrren assgned
lo A'DT. a clksct instruction willc'sar the prescaler
atng witn the Watchdog "imer."he prescssr is re:
reacableorivrtcbe.
o.a Hr&scaler
"here is oHy ore prescaer arailabte. when is rrutualy
exsiusrVeyshares be-tiresn Sie TmerOnicdulean; the
watchdog tmer.A presenter assgnrrert forthe Tirre'O
REGISTER 5-1: OPTION REG REGISTER
Hole: Wrhing to TMRO, w&en the prescaJer is
assigned to TirnerD will cear the prescaer
court, but wl not change the prescaiar
3ssigirnent
FWr¥-1 Fi'VV-1 R.".V-1 RMM RW1 SW1 R.VM RW-1




bit 5: TOCS: TMROC cc* Source Select bit
i - Transiton on ~CCK pin
c = Interna irstriction cycledock (CLKCUTJ
T09E. TMRO 3wius E^e S*=tev; bil
l = Increme- en ,nigh-tc-!o« tra-silicncr TDCKt p n
o = Increme- on civ-to-r gi transitionor TDCKI p "
PSA: Prescaler Assgnment bit
i * Prescaier s assigned tc We lACT
c- = Prescaier.s assigned ic the "irrerC nrocuie
bit 2-0: PS2.:PS0: Frescale- Rate Se ect cits
LiM.
bit.I:
Btvaue tmr; Rale 'iVCTRSfe
n •"•-• 1 •? 1-1
a-M 1 '4 1:2
Qlv 1 :5 1:4
an 1 16 1:8
I-:-:- t !2 1:15
I'M 1:54 1:52
112 1 123 i:&i





• n - ''ttfLe 31 ^01 reset
Note: Toavodan unintendeddeviceRESET, the nsiructico seoyence shewninthe P.Crncro'™ Micf-F&ige MGU
Fam:V Rwtesinr* Manila.' iHSS^nWl must hfpw»ttifwi when rhanrjinq the (wesralw- scftifjpinnFif frail




TABLE 6-1: REGISTERS ASSOCIATED WITH TiMERO






oii-.mi TH.RB Tlireti rrcdule's raj&er XJtXX XXXX waim vmuu
05ti.65rf,
1uBr\15Eh :\~Z\yi GlE FES
TD5 HOE RB!E TCIr IVTF SBI? aOvG JDC-jc ac-vfl oo-tu
81!1,13-sh o=Tias_^EG TESPTJ INTEDG TOCS TOSE =SA FS2 FS1 FSO mi mi 1111 1111
Legem: a - ur<rw«n, u - urchargsl. - - urtnptererteaIscsantE tS3d as "OV Staled -seis arenot used Gy -riterTj
•3 ??95 MCrscrpTeSintfixry Ire S30292B-B5g9 45
121
APPENDIX D





3-Terminal 1A Positive Voltage Regulator
Feaiures
• Cx^nCuiHEtuytelA
• Oitf.it \VknsM* af 5.6. S. i>. R 3:. 15.1E. 1AY
• TfcesusI Qiarlaad pDtec'ioa
• Shn Circa: Pft'&acs
• Crept'Traiiiitor Site CrerAliiEAran ErotactioE
Internal Block Digram
Description
The £A"SXXEA7SXXA s«:i« c: rjff«e-:tnauuJ pas-rave
replsBrare available ia uie TQ-IiOT^PAKitfjeiaEasEiJ
wiri several fisnd ouTr/.Kro3:se«5. mrJuts rneni oei.il ut a
wicanoae af sjgjcaiioa;. Esdi type employ; interna.
cKJiam- iiia:tir.3. itsnual. :ht" dawi sad =-.';& OTjeratbg ?jea
pratactioa. naisag :t essaatiaUy itdesriiicdjla. If adsqua -e
heat rj&vsti is- ?i«i*ided, laay can daSivar ore: IA autpai
cunar. Although, desiaasdpriaaa.y u fisaivol'aea
reeulsBri, ±e=e devitas (-bb. te used wirh ex:e.x*l


























Parameter Symbol Value Unit
inp^i Voltage ;fcr Vc = 5V to 13V)







"hernal RssstanK Junction-Cases i;TG-22£; RiC 5 Taw
"hernal Resstanre Junction-Air <TO-22C5;i RWA €5 cw
Operating "eiipera-iune Range tlWQXX-'A'R.) Tc=>n a •+iss *c
Storage Terroeralure Rarige "£TG -€5-^53
Electrical Characteristics (KA7805/KA7805R)






". =+25 CC 4.6 5.3 5.2
VS.0nA Ic 1-OA.Po : 1SW
Vi = 7V ta 20V 4.75 5.0 515









C*2ffinAto7KriA - 4 5C
Quiescent Client \Q ", -+25CC - 5.0 S.C- H.A
Quies-M": CirenlChange AlC: lQ = 5mAtoUA - COS 0.5 nA
Vp7V-o25V - L-.3 U
Oufc-t Vukstjje DrTl dVy'i" lu- OirA - -Q.S - mV'nC
Outpil Noise Voltage Vu f = tOHzto 1KKHE. Ta=t25cC - 42 - P-V-Vo
Rippe Rejecton RS f = 120HzVc = SV tc 13V 62 73 - dB
Dropout Voltage V3iop lO*1A."\.=+26eC - -> - V
DutE"'jlResis:s.".r:e ro f*1K^z - 15 - mfl
Short Circuit Current •3G Vi = 35V Ta =1-25 CC - 2.SD - nA
Peak Current !p< _.=+253C - 2.2 - A
Note:
1. _oadand lineregulation are specifec al osnslart ]lmc:"sr :aripraps. Granges n v5dua lo leatng eflecls 'usl be EaKer










Tj=+2S°C 5.75 eu e.,25
V
cUrnft lo l.LJA, Po "c-w
V! = a.0Vto21V Z. 1 erj 5.5
Line ^eg-iSilo.'' ».M«en regime TJ=42S*C
Vi-8Vto25V • z 121
rr¥
Vi = 9Vte 13V
-
15 60
Load Reg-iLaton .;Mc^«1i R«3 osd Tj=^e5c lo =5mftio 1.5A - I I2C ir.V
IO=25i:.iiA.icT5DrrA
- 2 60
Quiescent Current C Tj=+2E*C - 5fl 6.0 rrA
Quies-cer;'! Current Change
-ia







Ouic-ji voltage Drt AV^aT c = sn-A - -D£ - nV.'
cc
Oul^^t Hose Voltage V'n f=1[iHz»10DK>^,TA=^5cC - 45 - HV.Vc
Rippe Rej?c-lion RR f="2DH2 55 75
-
d3
Dnpout Voltage V-irnp n= 1A.T.I**25°C - A - V












1. _53dardihs raqwaUon areqjst'edaiOTnstarjiittrjrtempara'ire. c^taigeslr Vsdiaio-eaurg aractG mutt cetaKer










Tj =425'C 7 T 3.G S.3
V5.DnA o 1.0A..PC 15W
V: = 10.5V to 23V 7.6 5.0 SA




Load Regulator (Nctelj Regtoad Tj =425 =C




75G.iiA - 5.0 SO
Quiessem CuTsnl iG. Tj=+25°C - 5.C £.0 nA






Dulpjt Voltage Dr* iVo'iT Ic = 5mA - -0-6 - rr.V.^C
Output Noise Voltage Vn i = tOHzio ^C0KHe-Ta~25cC - 52 - tiV.'Vo
RipE-e Rejection 3R f= 120Hz. Vf 11.5V to 21.5V 55 T3 - de
DrcjEsut Voltage Vorep IC= 1A-Tj»*25eG - 2 - \mt
Outehit Resistance TO f=tKH2 - 17 - mil
Short Circuit Current isc VfMV.Ta»+25°C - 230 - nA
Peak Current •P< Tj =+25=C - 2.2 - A
Note:
1. _oad am ;ie ragi at or a*espeorisdat scnstani ijr5ll&*i temperature. Changes n Vc- cie to Watic effects- niis-l oe taKen










". =+25cC 8.65 9 0.35
\i5.CiiA;;!o£l.0A FoSISW
Vf 11.2V to 24V =.e 9 S.4




Load Reg-lato? (Nctelj Reglcac T^25 *C b = 5rrA!c 1.5A - 12 180 mV
!C - 25CmA to 750mA
-
4 SO
Quiescent Current IQ ".=-•25 °C - 53 3.0 mA
Quiescent Cu^ent Change ate




V|= 11.5V ;o 25V
- -
1.3
Oute-.itVoltage Drft iVc'A* lo - SmA
- -". - tnV.' 3C
Output Noise Voltage VS f=10Hz:o1C0KHzTA=+253C - 53 - nWVc-
Rip::-.- Rejection
RR f= 120Hz




Orcsout Voltage V'Drofi lo=1A,~j=4253C - *> - V





Short Circuit Current isc Vi= 35V, "a =+25 CC - 250 - mA
Peak Current IPK ".= +25cC - *> "> - A
no:g:
1. _03dard ina ragu;at]on are spac'edal constantiLTictijntemparslL'e. Cnangesir v'idiaicreailrg arecte Trust ce tatter




(S«fer:ol«stcir6-1 .fl'C <Tj <125^C, lo =5C€nA. Vi «WV. Cf D.33.F. Co=0..1M". unless otherwise specifec;.
Parameter Symbol Conditions K&mo Unit
Min. Typ. Max.
OutputVoltage Vc
* =+25 CC 9.6 10 10.4
V
5.>_:tiA £ o £ 1.DA, ?o £ 15W
V|= 12.5V to 25V So 1D 1C.5
LineRegulation i&oteli Regline \ =4-25 CC Vi= 12.5Vto 25V - 1D 2DD
rrVVi=13Vto25V - 3 1DD
Load Reg^iaton <: Note1* ^eglcac Tv =+25 CC IC = 5rnAto1.5A - 12 2DD IT.Vlo ° 25DnA :o 75DirA - t CD
Quiescer* Current \Q ~« =4-25 CC
. 5.1 &.0 rrA
QuJen-cer: CurentChange Ale lo= cmAtc 1-DA - . d.t-
rrAV|= 12.5V to 29V
. . 1.0
Output Voltage Drft iVc.'i" lO =• ornA
-
-1 . mV.'3C
Output Noise Voltage Vn f = 10Hzto ICOKHe Ta =+253C
- 56 . nWVo
Rippe Rejec-1ion RR f = 120Kz
V|= 13V1C23V 55 71 - cS
DrciE'iul Voltage V-rop lO- 1A.^j=~25aC
. 2 „ V
Output Resistance
.-o f=1KHs
. 17 . nfl
Short Circuit Current
•sc V|= S5V,T.a~25cC
- 25G - rrA






•Refer :o test circ-u t ,CC <Tj -• 125rC. lo=500nA. V| =19V. Cf D.33hF. Co=C.1m-, unlessotherwise specified
Parameter Symbol KA7312JKA78-I2R Unit
Min. Typ. Max.
Outc-ul Voltage Vo
~V=+25CC 11.5 12 12.5
V
5.0mA £ Q£1.DA. ro£l5W
Vi = 14.5V :o 27V
-1.4 12 12.6
Line Segulato-(Notel) Regline T„ =+25cC Vi = iA5Vto30'.' - 10 243 mV
V = :£V-o22V - 3.0 ^2D
Load Reg-late-" >Ncte1j Reglcac Tfc=+25 CC Ic = 5mA to 1.5A - 11 24D rr,VIc = 250mA te 750mA
- 5.C :2D
Ouiescen: Cu-ent IQ \ =+25 CC - 5.1 6.0 rrA
Ouiescei: Cu~ent Change Ale IO = 5mAte 1 DA - 0.1 3.5 rrA
Vi = 14.5V to 3DV -
'-•C 1.0
Outcut VoltageDrft AVo-'A" lo = 5tiA
- -1 - mV.' 5C
Output Noise Voltage W f=10Hz-o10CKHzTA=425°C
- 76 - u-VVVo
Ripce Rejection RR f= 120Hz
V|= 15V tc 25V 5c 71 - dB
Dropout Voltage Vnroc l0-1A."j~25-C - 2 . V
Output Resista-ce rd f=1KHz
- 18 . :Tlfl
Short Circuit Current sc V| = 35V,T.A=^25CC
- 230 - rrA




1. -oadard -rieragL'atora^epes'ladaisoistanlijr-illo-ite.Tipe-alure. Cl-3ngeE:-Vc.cjeto nesMc effects mul betaken










"„ =+2o CC K4 15 15 6
V
5.0nA£ CJ£10A.RO£15W
V|= 17.5V to 33V 1425 15 •5.7:
Lin» R«§»lalic-."T tNetolj Roglin* -fc =+25 «C Vi^T-cVteMV 1* 303 nV
Vi*2C-Vkj26V 3 :53
Load Regulator \Nc-.e1i Regc-ad \ =+25CC
0 = 5rrAto 1.5A 12 303
nV
0 = 250mA Ic 753rrA i v5D
Quiescent Cu.Tenl Ic \ =+25 CC 5.2 6.0 nA
Quiescent Cu-rent Charge ia lc-a 5-iiA.te IDA -
D.&
nA
V[= 17.5V :o 33V
-
1.C
Output Voltage Drft AVD'AT lO = 5mA -1 - mV'°C
Output Noise Voltage Vn f=-CHzto10CKHz"A=+25,3C m - U-V'Vc
Rice* Rejection RR f=120-zVi- 15.5V .U25.CV 5* 70 - d8
DrcEOUl Voltage Vprsp l0«TA.-j^2EaC 2 - V
Output Resistance rC f= 1K-z 19 - niQ
Short Circuit Current isc Vi = 35V.Ta-25cC 250 - nA
Peak Current PK ". =+2o CC 2.2 - A
Mote:
1. -03dard.lns r=gj:auon =respae'ed agister Jinc-t'snteriparsiLre. Cnangjslr VodLaiol-aatlrg srscts Tiua ce taiter










"w=+25 CC 17.3 18 18-7
V
5.0mA £ o £1.0A, Po £15W
Vi = 21Vta33V 17.1 18 13.9




Load Regulate-- (Nctel; Reglcac Tu =+25 CC Io = 5itA:c 1.5A - 15 KD mV
Ic = 25CmA tc 750mA
-
5.0 i3D
Quiescerl Current lo ". =+25 CC - 5.2 8.0 mA
Ouiesce-t Curent Change Ale
lo= 5mA tc IDA - - 3.5
mA
V| = 21Vtc33V - - •
Output Voltage Drft AVc-'A" Ic = 5mA - -1 - ;mV.' 3C
Outeut Noise Voltage Vs f= lOHz-o 10OKHz Ta.=425°C - M0 - nV.Vo
Rippe Rejection RR f= 120Hz




Dropout Vcltage V-VQE |C,= ia.-j~25cC - i - V
Outc-t Resistan ce '0 f=1KHz - f> - n£S
Short Circuit Current sc V| = 35V.T.a=^25cC - 250 - mA
Peak Current IPK •\ =+25 CC - 2.2 - A
Note:
1. .oadara iieregiator a-eepes'iadatsorietanrjrsllDite-npe-alura. Changes nVccie to neat is effectshls! be taken










". =+25 3C 23 24 25
w
5.:nA£lcSl-3A, ao£*.ZM
Vi - E7V lu 38V zz a £4 25.SC
Line seg uiano." (Mote i) Fsgiina "\ =+25 »C V| = 2"Vto3fiV - 17 48* mV
Vi = 3D'*ic 36V
-
p. 2*0
Load Reg;;Sato" (Mctel) Reg oad ", =+25 3C lc = 5rrAto-5A - 15 *3C' nV
Ic. = ^r.Cmt t-A 7rit-TiA
-
Fin ^Jifi
Quies-cer-i Curr-m Q -% =+253C - 5.2 =.C mA
Quiescent Cu^eni Change Aa IC = cmAte1.DA - D.I C'.S mA
Vi - 2TV iu S8V
-
D.C 1






Outcut Mcbc *'A>!:ag: Vn f-•CH2iDi.:cKH=.-A-rae*c 60 uV.'Vd
Ripe-: Rcicciion RR f=120^zVi = 2EV to 38V
E," e- dS












Peak Cuiren: IPK - -+25'c - 2.2 - A
now:
1. -oad ard Ins "sg>alfcn 3re Bpat'sd al
nic ascojrn sepa'aiiy. i-viiee kk ig %v
corstarr; inc:m tenparslne. Cnangts lr vo dL= to reailrg grass must ce alter





•Refer tothetestcircuits. C"C <Tj< 4'25 C 5=1 A,V; = 10V, C:=0-33uR Co==0.1|iF. unless otherwise spec-
•led"i
Parameter SymbhoS Conditions Min. Typ. Mat. Unit
Outpjt Voltage Vc
Tj=+253C A.9 0 5.T
Vic = 5mAic 1A, ROS15W
v. = 7.ev*o2av
4.3 5 5.2
Line Regulalio* (Notel) Reg! -'e
V = 7.5V tc 25V
Ic = 500mA - 5 50
(T,VV; = avt» i2v - 3 50








rrVIc * 5mA ic 1.A
- § 'CI*
ic * 250rnA lo 750mA
-
£ 50
Quiescent Current IQ Tj =+25 3C - 5.0 5.0 rrA
Guies-cert Cu*rent
Chan ge A3
IC = 5mAlG 1A
-
- D.5
rrAV, = 3 V to 25V. lo = 500mA - - as
Vi = 7 5Vtc2GV!Tj=425°C
- - D.6




Ou&-tNoise Vohage VN f=iDHzto lODKHzTa.=+25°C - ID . jtVtVo
Rippfe Reject o" RR f='20Hz o = 500mA
V! = £V:o TBV - 56 - de
•rerout Voltage VDrap )C= 1A.Tj=+25=C
- 2 - V
Ou&ut Resists r.e ro f*;KHz • 17 - rflfl
Short Circuit Current isc Vi- 36V. T.a =+25 CC
- 250 - rrA






1. Losd 3-15 lire rega;aiioi« sEesRled r.Mnsiar jureiian ttnpevatora. Chains nVo -sue to leallng ar«rG tjfih tsKei





(Refer totheter. circuits. G"C <Tj*-+-25-'C a"1A. V;= 11V, Ci=C.33uF Co=0.1uF. un ess etherise speci-
-ledi
Parameter Symbol Conditions Min Typ. Max. Unit
OutputVoltage Vo
Tj=+25*C Ztt 6 5.12
VC = 5mA to 1A. PO £ :5VV
V;= 8.0V to 21V 5.75
s 5.2*
Line Regulalio" (fvotelj Seglre
Vf 5.5V to 25V
c = 500mA - 5 eo
mVV>6V:c 13V - 3 as
Tj=-^25*C Vf 8.3V iq 21V - 5 eo




C - 6mA to 1.5A - 5 100
mV
•c = 5mA to 1A
- 4 100
C ~ 250mA te 750mA
- 5.0 50
Quiesce^ Current a Tj=+25*C - 4.3 CD mA
Ouiesce^t Current. Change a a
:c = 5mA to 1A
- - 0.5
mAV:=9Vro25V.lo = 503nA • - 0.6
Vf&.5V:o21V,T.j=+25°C
- - OB
OufcutVoriage Drift AV.'AT C = 6mA
- -0.3 - nV,'nC
OutputHoise Voltage Vn ;=-0<Hz-o100Kr-;E
Ta =+25 CC - 10 - ItV/Vo
Ripple Rejecto" RR. f«*:2DHz, o = 500mA
V.=0V;o1W - 85 - oE





Outfit Resistance re -" = '• KHz
- 17 - rtft
Short Circuit Current ice V:=35V..T*=+253C - 25D - mA




l. losd anc line regjlallcn arespecfllid at constant jj-ic&or temparsa-e. cnarge in Vcdta to heafnc erectsntst ce-a*=n



















Flgura 1 Quiescent currant
46 ?S W
junction TianiunM j*c]














« >5 .» J» » a
Figure 2. Psak output current
mnri wuLtAfifcfri

















Figure 7. Ripple Rejection
u&j-
















:••: Tcspecify ar cilpjtvoliage. sucstfxta wliagevsJueror %*,: Acorrmor grcurdl5,-ec,jlrad sahveanlha inpui anctneOLlpjt
vcltage. "Ts 'ipa: voltagemustransn lypcally 2OVasovetie outcul «itags avendulr-g ira km cohton iCa 'ripa:ricple
vclta&s.
iZ: c sraqt..-e3 "regulator is tooled an scp'-sclace dstence fron pswer S-jpB:y flier




















Vc - Vxx: 1+R2'*j H*aff2
















Figure 13.HighQuipui Current with Shod circuit Protection






















































































































L298N H-BRIDGE DRIVER DATASHEET
142
. CFEaATP-iGSUFFLYVCLTAOEUFTCHC y
. TOTAL DC CUR3E*T UPT04 A
. LOW SATURATION VOLTAGE
. CVER7EMPERATLRE PROJECTION
- LOGICAL "3* INP'J" VOLTAGE LP TO 1.5 V
(HKrMNCISC IMMUNITY)
DESCRIPTION
The L292 is ar integrated mop c ithicciret.it in-a 15-
iead Musiwatt and PowsrSOGO packages It is a
high voltage. Irgft current dual full-ore ge driver de
signed toacceptstandsrcTTLlogic levels aid drve
ir-idu-rtio's aacs lu-sn ss, relays, solsncids,. 2<C and
s:eppingmotors Two erab ieinputs are p-rcvidsdto
enableofdi£ab!ethecevioeii3eperdert-yofthe n-
pu: slgnas. Theemitte's a* the lower trans stars of
ea;r> bridge are connected toget'iersrrj thecc^re-





CRDERING NUMBERS : L2S61V iMjKvjj? Ver.J
L2B8HH - vluttiwall Hor.j."
_L'taj i-'sft-ery^Ui
i fculiyi-'f d'i t!.= L-iTic«ibe:i^';iji^bib>ui .AsicuJUil'uridl




















Symbol Parameter Value Unit
va ^owerSuppy 5D V
VW Logic SupcvVorage i 'J
V,V npjtsnd Enable Voyage -0.31c 7 V
0 Peak OutputCurrent (each Oanner;
- Mon Repetiwe it - 100j.lei







v.., Sensing Vefcag* - • tc 2.3 V
**>. Toiai^cwerOsapafcn ;!:.•*« = 75*C: 25 W
us wUnctic Operating"enperam-e -25te"3C •:-."
T^.- Stcragesnd JuncdcnTenperatune -4Dt0T5C *C
PtN CONNECTIONS (to? view}
THERMAL DATA

























E"iS j e B
tflDUl j-
SV3
Symbol Parameter PowerS02fl Multiwatt15 uJ£nJL
^tiif.-.»aii Tnerrnsl Resis:ance Junction-case Mat. - 3 *DVi





PIN FUNCTIONS iwft'w the block diagram!
MW.15 PowerSO Name Function
1:15 2'19 Sense A; Sense 3 Between this p.t and giwd is corrected the sense resrstorlc
cont'd ?>e current ©fine lead
2:3 4;5 Cut1-0u!2 Ouipulsof the BridgeA the current that flowsthrough tre cad
cennesed between these wc pins s ircnifcrec at pin 1.
4 e VS Supcy Voltage forthe FewerCu:putStages.
A ncn-induciwe 100nF capacror must te connectK between 1his
pin arc ground.
5:7 7-2 Ir>put1;lnput2 TTL Ccmcaible Inputs of rhe Bridge A.
5.T 3:14 enable A; Erssie3 TTLCcrr#aSble E^aisleInput ihe Lslate dsables the b' cge A
iers.be A) aic.'onhe bridge E (enabte B).
8 1.:C1'2C GNC Ground.
S 12 VS£ Suppy Vcltage for fte ucgtc 3 ccfcs.At GCn- cacactar must ce
cennesed between ths p^ 3nd gvcund
ID; 12 13:15 Input3; Input4 TTLCcrrcatible Inputs or the Bridge B.
13:14 16;17 Cut 3: Qui 4 Ouipuls of the Bridge9. "he current that flowsthrough trie load
cennesed beftveen these two Dins s rromtcrec a* cin 15.
- 3:1c N.C. Net Connestec
ELECTRICAL CHARACTERISTICS r,VB = 42V; VS5 = 5V,T •=25*C: unless other/rise speeif.ad]
Symbol Parameter Test Conditions Min. TVD. Max. Unit
Vs Supply Vofcage (pin 4J Opersavs Coreion V,- +2.5 r 45. V
...,.j!sa.,._ Logic SupplyVoltage ;pin S; 4.5 5 1 V







V,„=L V, = x 4 nA













!,. Low Votage hcui Current
(pins5.7. ID. 12J
Vi= L. -10 mA
IM Hig*VoltageInputCurrent
(•cins 5 7. 'Q. ~2]
Vi=HiV^.-CiV SD 100 HA
V«„=L EnabfeLcwVoiageipinse '1; -0.? 1.5 V
V„,= H Enable HighVolagei'prse, Hi 2-.S Vss V





V„1bH£V3S-'16V 3D 100 ILA




'•CRunl-.l-l Sink Ssturstcn Votsgs !L = 1A 15:



















Symbol Parameter Test Conditions Min. Typ- Max. Unit
T, (V,i Source CurrentTurn-off Delay O-cVMoO.-fl. >2;;(4j 1.5 us
T;(V,; Source Current Fall T me 0.9lL teO.1". -Xztfi) C.2 lis
Ts tV.i Source Currert Turn-on Delay 0.5V,tcC.*I. i:2:;(4) lis
T4 fV,) Source Currert R se "me 0.1 II tco.s . :2:^;4) GT us
tmv,:« Sink Currert Turrr-cffDelay 0.£V,tcC.vl. (3J;WJ C" IAS
t*i:v-. Sink Currert Fal Tine 0.91L IcO.I . ;S;::(4i C.25 US
Tj (V,: Sink Currert Turr-cn Belay D.5V,tcC.3l. (31: (4) 1-6 HE
T41VO Sink Currert 3ise T *ne 0.1 L 1C0.S . -:3J: i4J 0..2 US
w • •<•' Conmratcn Frequency Il = 2A 25 42 KHz
"1 <vj Source Currert Turn-offDelay O-cV^-dD-OI,. 12): (4) 3 lis
~21V.J Source Currert Fall T .me o.siL tco.1 . :2;:-;4;i 1 us
"a tV»j Source Currert Turn-on Delay 0.5Vw--oD.1Il (2); (41 0.3 us
~* (V„J Source Currert Rse Hire 0.1 lL lcO.S . :2!:«:4) G4 us
~s (vw Sink Currert Tur-cffDelay 0.5Vb1-d['.9Il (3jcrt> 2.2 us
Ta (V»,{i Sink Currert Fal Tine D.SIl IcO.I . !3Jr{+) 0.35 us
"? (V,J Sink CurrertTun-cn Delay 0.5VmtoD.9ij. (S):(4i C.2S US
"a (VJ Sink Currert Rise Tne 0.1 lL tcD.5 •_ ;3;:.:4) C-1 us
i'l usenslngvdiaqecsnbe-- VTcrUSCjisec n steadystate"•,'„,, Tina-D.5V.
;)Se=-g.2.
3|Se=*g.J.
4)TTetosdrriLSl ne e pjrerKfeto:.
Figure 1 : Typoa: Saturates Voltage vs. Output
Current.









































































V„, - 4 C-M;D-L Forward
C=L; C-H Reverse
C=C Fast fvcw Stop
V„, - L C-X; D- X Tree Furtni-g.
Meter Stop
_ • LOW -1--itch x-Son'lcarg
^
L298
Figure 7 : =ornigher currents-, outputs can be paralleled. Take care to parallel cnannel' with channe:4
ardchannel2 wi:hcbarnel2.
APPLICATION INFORMATION {Refer to trie
1.1. POWER CLTPt," STAGE
TheL2°8 .ntegratestwo powe routp utstages (A: Bj.
The power outp ut stage is a bidge configuration
and its outputs can c'ivean inductive load in csm-
monor dif*"erenz:almode, dependingon the state of
the inp uts. "he current that flows th rou gn toe 'sac
cornesoutf-omthe bridge at the sense output: ar
external resistor >; Rda :RsE-) al :ows to detect th e :n-
tenstyofthiscurent.
1.MNPJT3TA3E
Eacn- brie ge is driven by means q-" four gates the in-
putof which are h* ; In2; ErAanc !n3: !n4 ; EnB.
The In inputs set the bridge state when ~he En input
ish:gn;a IcwstateoftheEn input irlrbitsthebridge.
Ailtne inputs are FT. compatible.
2. SUGGESTIONS
A non inductive capacitor, usually cf 1DC nF, must
be "oreseei between oath Vs and Vss, to ground,
as near as possible tc GM3 oin. Wnen the large ca-
paotorof tne power sup slys too far from the iC, a
second srrailsr one must be -"oresean near the
L2-3S.
Thesenserssistor.net cf a wire woundtyoe, must
be grou nded n ear the negative cole of Vs that must
be rear the GNO p:n cf the I.C.
block diagram}
Each input must be cenrectedto the source cfthe
driving signals by means of a very shei oath.
Turn-Or ane Tun-Off': Before to Tum-ON the Sup
ply Voltageand beforetc tut itOFF, tne En3b:e'n-
piit must be driven to the Low state.
3. APPLICATIONS
r'g3 shows a bioirectdns _>C motor control Sche-
rr.atic Diag ram *orwhich only one bridge is needed.
Thee:d:ernalbridge of ciodesD' to 34 isrrade by
•our fast recovery elements (trr '1 2CD nsec} that
r-ust be chosen of a VF as ow as oosslole at the
worst case cf th e Oad currant.
Tne sense cutputvc tage car be used to cont'c ithe
currentamalitude by chapping the inputs, c- to pro
vide overcunrent protector by switch iFig lew the en
able iinout.
Trie brake function Fast motor stop) req ui'es that
the Absolute Maxir-um Ratng cf 2 Arr.ps must
neve:be overcome.
When :he repetitive peak current needed Ten-the
load'is highar"than 2 Amos, a parallesdocn'lgufa-
tion ca n be chosen (See Fig .7).
An external brdge of'dioces a-e required when in
ductive loads are driven and when the Inputs cf the




The sciuion car drive until 3 Amps In DCoperation =ig 10 stows a second two phase bipolar stepper
and until itAmps cfa repetitive 3aak tureni. H-stor cent's Icirouit where the current is ocnfolled
OrFig S-:is shewn the driving cfa :wophaseb;:oiar by*e l,C' L-S5ce-
s'epper rotor: the needsc sign ais to d'lve :he 11-
pute of toe -23S are gererated.in tnis example,
from tic ICL2C7.
Fig9 shDWsarex5rnDleof=.C.B dssi-cred-'crthe
sp ?! ratten of F g *.
Figure 8 : TwoPnase Bipoar Stepoer MctorCircuit










MIN. TYP. MAX. MM. TYP. MAX.
A S C.1P7
E 2.55 C.I 04
C '-5 0.063
D • 0.036
E DA9 C.K CC : 2 G..C22
F D.eo 0.75 C.C25 C.G3G
0 1.G2 1.27 1.52 CMC 0.050 G.H£
G1 17.5-3' 17.78 13.03 o.*« 0-7K 1710
HI JE:L C.:72
rtfes"H2 20.2
L 21.8 22.2 r 22.5 C.cci2 3.874 0.33?
L.- 21.7 Jg^ 22.5 0.^54 D.87C ci.ae
_2 17.55 18.: 0.*'K 0.713
Ji 17.25 17.5 17.75 0/1-79 0.6K 0.686
•A 10.3 1G-7 ms a.4ce D.421 C.42*
_7 2.86 2-0 Q.'C-t G..-M
M 4.25 4.55- 4.35 CC? G-1T& S. 161
M1 4.63 c.3r 5.53 C. 52 Cu3TE 0.218
c 1.6 16 G.-:75 '2.102
51 1.9 2.3 O.0T3 0.102





















Reflective Optical Sensor with Transistor Output
Description
Tha TCRT590B(Lj nasa co Tip-act co'tstrjcticr where
tieer™itting-lightsou'ceand:hedetsctcra:ear'ariged
ir the same dirests n tc sense the presence of an ob
ject by using th* reflective IR. beam from the object.
The operating •wave-ertgih :s S5C mr. The detector
safisisteof a photetraisister.
Applications
• =OEilion ssn sor for sriaft encoder
» Uetection of reflective material SLDh as pape',
!3M cards, magnetic taoes etc.
• jrit switch for rieeriSin'cs! motions in VCR
• General purpose - wherever the space is limited
Features
• 5nao-in constructed fcrPCB rrcurting
• Package height: 7 mm
» Dla5ticpcycarbonate housing constructs!
which prevents cross-alk
• L= cig eads
» Current Transfer Ra1iorjCTRjo'typca 10% Top v"ew
Order Instruction
Ordering Cade Sensing Distance Rem-arks
TCRTBGCD 12 mm Leads [2.5 mrnl










Parameter "est Conditions Symtol Value Jnit
Reverse voitag* V, V
Forward cLrr-aH lr eo mA
Forward surge curertt t, '1 1J uA Ifsiu 3 A
Hawer dissipation larroS^w HV 1U- TTlW
ujriclion temoerature T| id: L r*
Output [Detector;
Parameter "est Conditions Symtol Value Jnit
Collector «mi:t«r vctags v'-nrrn 7D V
Emhte' cclector voltage v=co 5 V
Collector current
"c lUi. mA
Power dissipation Tan-h £ 5E Z Fw IOC mW
UUiclion temperature Tl id:
•••^-
tensor
Parameter "est Conditions Symtol Vaiua Jnit



















Parameter Test Condi-ions Symbol Min. Typ. Max Unil
Forward voltage |j- - 5C -rA v= 1.25 1.5 s/
junction capacitance VR = CV.f= 1 MHz C( S3 PF
Output (Detecior!
Parameter Test Conditions Symbol Min. Typ. Max Unil
Collector emitter voltage != = • mA Vcco 70 V
Emnter collector voltage lE= IX oA Veco 7 V
flnllenrnf rlarkr.iirrev vr.« = ?n'..'. iF = i p = r. 'ceo in ?rn nA
Sensor
Parameter Tes: Condi-ions Symbol Min. Typ. Max Unh
Collector current VCE = 5V. lFa t3mA.
D= '2 mm
ic «: G.S t ? -] mA.
Collectcr enritte-
saturation vol-age


















Typica Characteristics <T |^|L = z$»c. unless oihewise specified)
? :? :c ";•
:HO Tiirii- Afflfcun* TcapKarure;





-, ___ j __ _
j c: c.4 3.s i.s :.: 2.2 \.~. :s 3.5 :.c
• f if-- V,.~Tjt«.js.i. Yuknv i_ V;
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